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ABSTRACT
The UN estimated that 68% of the world’s population will live in urban areas by 2050, with young
people under 18 representing 60% of urban dwellers by 2030. This poses major issues on the healthy
development of the new generation as it has been shown that urban context can have major impacts
on children’s health, learning abilities, well-being and social interactions. However, nature can have a
counter effect on these impacts, which currently promotes in cities the greening of spaces that
children occupy and inhabit, in order to promote healthy and playful environments for them.
This development has been strongly associated with the will to include children in the process, as it
stimulates their sense of care for the space, as well as supports the projects by providing contextbased knowledge. Nonetheless, the structures and resources are not always adapted to the
involvement of children and the inclusion of their ideas. Consequently, this thesis focusses on
answering the question: How are children’s needs and desires integrated in the development of green
spaces in urban playgrounds and schoolyards? This problem is investigated on two cities, Barcelona
and Utrecht, who adopted very distinct approaches to the issue and as such, allow to understand the
range of options for children-oriented green planning currently used in Europe. The research focusses
on understanding the institutional frameworks supporting green planning and children involvement,
the actors involved in creating the projects, the processes for children inclusion and finally, the
resources and especially the knowledges required and used.
Overall, Barcelona had a more top-down approach, with strong institutional frameworks and coparticipation guidelines, while Utrecht’s projects were more guided by subsidy schemes. Children
were participants of the development of both schoolyards and playgrounds in the two cities while the
rest of the actors appeared to vary to a great extent. The participation, always motivated by the will
to involve children was precisely organised for the planning of schoolyards and playgrounds but not
for the implementation and maintenance in Barcelona. In Utrecht however, all steps were supported
by children’s participation, with still a big variation in schoolyards, depending on the school’s will to
involve them. Several challenges were noted to the participation with the only overarching one being
the difficulty to use or stimulate relevant ideas from children. Lastly, many sources were common to
the different spaces, such as institutional guidelines, expert bodies, yard examples, adult’s users and
children. Many of the dissimilarities found are linked to the structural differences of the two
municipalities as well as the diverging planning process and ownership status of schoolyards and
playgrounds. The association with other issues such as climate change or universal accessibility also
appeared to impact differently the cities and projects. Lastly, the experiences, knowledge and will of
each organising body and actor to work with children, greatly influenced the way they and their ideas
were included in each project.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
1.1. Urbanisation and nature on Children
In 2018, the UN World Urbanisation Prospects estimated that 55% of the world’s population (4 billion)
lived in urban areas, and this proportion is expected to increase to 68% (7 billion) by 2050 (Buizer,
Elands and Vierikko, 2016) which would result in 6.5 billion people inhabiting cities (Frantzeskaki,
Kabisch and McPhearson, 2016). As such, the proportion of young people living in cities is also
increasing and it is expected that 60% of all urban dwellers will be under the age of 18 by 2030
(Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, 2003). This poses major issues on the healthy
development of the new generation as it has been shown that the context of cities can have major
impacts on children. Urbanisation can indeed have detrimental effects on their health and learning
abilities, as their specific physiology and metabolism make them more sensitive to the exposure of
toxic compounds than adults (Strife, 2009). The stressful environment of cities and other
characteristics of such spaces can also affect their well-being and social interactions (Chawla, 2015;
Strife, 2009).
However, it was shown that nature can have a counter effect to this phenomenon and can help create
a positive environment for children to evolve in. Indeed, natural outdoor spaces can better children’s
physical health (Bikomeye, Balza and Beyer, 2021) by promoting physical activity, especially of girls in
schoolyards (van Dijk-Wesselius et al., 2020; van Dijk-Wesselius, et al., 2022), thus lowering risks of
obesity in children (Chawla, 2015; Bikomeye, Balza and Beyer, 2021; Strife, 2009). Natural
environments can also better children’s respiratory health and strengthen their immune system
(Chawla, 2015; Baró et al., 2021).
Increasing the share of natural element in the environment also improves children’s well-being by
constituting quiet retreats, places for creative play and strong heavens from stress (Chawla, 2015;
Giezen and Pellerey, 2021; Bikomeye, Balza and Beyer, 2021). In their paper, Kopeva, Khrapko and
Ivanova (2017) even add that “beautifully arranged school yard brings up a feeling of beauty in
children, raises their spirit […] and develops their taste and creative thinking”. This well-being is also
associated with the bettering of social interaction by natural spaces. As previously mentioned, green
schoolyards can foster varied play opportunities (van Dijk-Wesselius et al., 2020), which stimulates
the emotional well-being, behavioural skills, imagination, and creativity of children (Strife, 2009;
Chawla, 2015; Flax, Korthals Altes, Kupers and Mons, 2020; Bikomeye, Balza and Beyer, 2021).
Furthermore, the increased safety perception stimulated in natural environments promotes pro-social
behaviours as well as supportive social and multicultural groups (Giezen and Pellerey, 2021; Baró et
al., 2021).
Another part of children’s health promoted by nature revolves around their cognitive and school
success. Exposure to nature has been strongly associated to improving children with attention-ability
disorders such as ADHD (Chawla, 2015; Baró et al., 2021) and has been shown to stimulate children’s
cognitive development and abilities (Strife, 2009; Baró et al., 2021; Bikomeye, Balza and Beyer, 2021).
Nature can also stimulate the overall ability to concentrate, alleviate mental-fatigue and improve
school performance (Strife, 2009; Giezen and Pellerey, 2021; Kuo, Klein, HEM Browning and
Zaplatosch, 2021). Kuo, Klein, HEM Browning and Zaplatosch (2021) summarise this link between
nature and academic achievement as such: “Greenness is tied to children’s development of selfdiscipline, intrinsic motivation, increased school attendance, calmer learning environments, and
cooperative relationships with teachers and peers”.
As such, the healthy development of children adds itself to the many reasons urban greening is an
important and urgent part of the agenda of many cities. On a larger scale, it is also of importance for
the future environmentalism of this youth, as early childhood experiences of natural environment are
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associate with later environmental attitudes and values (Strife, 2009; Chawla, 2015; Giezen and
Pellerey, 2021; Baró et al., 2021). Hence, green schoolyards and playgrounds can serve as accessible
space for experiencing nature, reconnecting with it, loving it and developing environmental awareness
(Kong, 1999; van Dijk-Wesselius et al., 2020; van Dijk-Wesselius et al., 2020; Giezen and Pellerey,
2021). This interaction with nature can also be stimulated by environmental education at school, itself
promoted if schoolyards are greened (Strife, 2009; Jansson, Martensson and Gunnarsson, 2018; Baró
et al., 2021). Greening schoolyards and playgrounds are therefore essential for the future care of the
planet and as the environmental educator David Sobel stated: “If we want children to flourish to
become truly empowered, let us allow them to love the earth before we ask them to save it”.
1.2 Issues of urban nature access
The reasons stated previously therefore argue for the need to increase the share of nature in cities
specifically for children. However, urbanisation reduces the amount of nature accessible to children
and consequently the opportunity for them to alleviate some of the pressure cities put on them.
Moreover, adding to urbanisation processes, higher parental restrictions lead children to spend less
time in nature than previous generations (Baró et al., 2021; Bikomeye, Balza and Beyer, 2021). This
can in turn result in children negatively perceiving nature and developing ecophobia, which further
limits the likelihood of children to go in nature and benefit from its positive effects (Strife, 2009).
Green areas can also contribute to gentrification processes where residents cannot longer afford a
neighbourhood because the implementation of green spaces increased the housing prices (Rutt and
Gulsrud, 2021). This further limits the accessibility of the less wealthy to natural urban spaces. This
difficulty of access relates itself to a wider issue in urban areas: environmental justice. This justice
concerns the processes that lead to and maintain environmental inequalities between people, such
as the unequal access to natural environment of good quality but also the distribution of
environmental burdens such as pollution sources or waste facilities (Rutt and Gulsrud, 2021). The
unequal access to green space often take place between different social classes (Giezen and Pellerey,
2021) and as such, greening schoolyards and playground can be a way to reduce this inequality by
providing natural safe spaces to play for all (Giezen and Pellerey, 2021; Bikomeye, Balza and Beyer,
2021). Schoolyards especially could benefit children no matter their age, socio-economic status, race,
gender, area of residency, etc (Bikomeye, Balza and Beyer, 2021).
However, the greening of these areas can also face challenges due to inequalities: Extremely
urbanised environments may have less schoolyard space and as such, the greening put in place could
be less beneficial to kids (Giezen and Pellerey, 2021). Moreover, while opening schoolyards can be a
way of achieving environmental justice for the entire community, underprivilege areas are less likely
to be able to keep schoolyards open due to security and vandalism issues (Giezen and Pellerey, 2021).
Lastly, schools in less privileged neighbourhoods are less likely to have the resources and expertise to
undertake such projects and are often less confident in obtaining funding (Giezen and Pellerey, 2021).
Nonetheless, green schoolyards have been overall considered as a cost-effective tool and associated
with financial savings for schools (Bikomeye, Balza and Beyer, 2021).
1.3 Benefits and considerations of green schoolyards and playgrounds
To stimulate the benefits of nature for children and limit environmental injustice processes, greening
schoolyards and playgrounds seem like a powerful method for planners. This is further amplified as
green schoolyards and playgrounds can serve various other purposes for the city.
Indeed, the other half of the gentrification coin is that green spaces can increase the land value, which
contributes to the urban economic competitiveness (Rutt and Gulsrud, 2021). They can also stimulate
intercultural bonds notably when children are invited to play together in urban green playgrounds and
can as such increase the social inclusion of immigrants (Seeland, Dübendorfer and Hansmann, 2009;
Buizer, Elands and Vierikko, 2016). Green playgrounds and schoolyards, when opened to the general
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public, can also constitute green access for an entire community, hence creating a space for various
activities: social engagement, leisure, calming space, physical activity… (Bikomeye, Balza and Beyer,
2021).
Furthermore, these spaces can increase the climate resilience of urban spaces by addressing issues
such as air pollution, traffic noise, rising temperatures, and flooding risks (Rutt and Gulsrud, 2021;
Bikomeye, Balza and Beyer, 2021). More precisely, green spaces can reduce the urban heat island
effect by creating cooler and more humid micro-climates (Giezen and Pellerey, 2021) which can
decrease the temperature of European cities up to 4 degrees Celsius (Flax, Korthals Altes, Kupers and
Mons, 2020). This can also be beneficial to children by creating for them a shelter from climatic
stresses and risks such as heat strokes (Baró et al., 2021). Urban green spaces (and as such green
schoolyards and playgrounds) can also help the water management of the city by creating permeable
ground surfaces which allows for water infiltration and storage (Flax, Korthals Altes, Kupers and Mons,
2020; Giezen and Pellerey, 2021). Here the benefit of urban green schoolyards and playgrounds really
rely on their ability to deliver an Ecosystem Service (ES), a benefit often quantifiable and of economic
value (Buizer, Elands and Vierikko, 2016). Implementing natural spaces in areas such as schoolyards
and playgrounds can also fall under the term of implementing Nature Based Solutions (NBS). This
notion refers to innovations that can replace grey infrastructures to achieve environmental, social,
and economic goals (Raymond et al., 2017). For example, tree planting can increase the coolness of
the air and as such can replace a cooling infrastructure or appliance that costs money, is less
sustainable and often ends up in producing more heat in the city. As green schoolyards can address
issues such as mitigating climate change or increasing environmental justice within the city, they can
be considered as Nature Based Solutions and be planned in order to serve this ecological function.
Another motivation for greening schoolyards and playgrounds across the city revolves around the
upscaling potential, mostly for reaching the ecosystem services and social benefits desired (Flax,
Korthals Altes, Kupers and Mons, 2020). Indeed, as Nature Based Solutions can sometimes be isolated
and localised, green spaces within the city can be disconnected, which lowers their ability to achieve
their function. Following this idea, green schoolyards and playgrounds can be considered as Urban
Green Infrastructures (UGI) (Buijs et al., 2019). Buijs et al. (2019) define the planning of theses UGI as:
“comprehensive, strategic planning approach to develop networks of urban greenspaces based on four
core principles: connectivity of greenspaces, enhancing multifunctionality through combining
environmental, social and economic functions of green spaces, integration of green and grey
infrastructure, and social inclusion.” UGI planning as such gives a stronger focus on linking spaces
together as well as on transformation processes rather than a sole focus on benefits, trade-offs, or
solutions. If these small but distributed spaces (schoolyards and playgrounds) get greened, they give
a great opportunity for increasing the ecological, economic, and social benefits for the city as a whole.
1.4 Children participation in schoolyards and playgrounds greening
While understanding the specific nature services needed for is crucial to design a natural area, it is
also essential to consider the way people use, appreciate, and relate to the space. This can ensure
that people do use and benefit from the natural spaces. As such, to create relevant green yards, they
should reflect the practices and needs of the local communities. Because the major users of green
schoolyards and playgrounds are children, understanding what they want and need can ensure
relevant greening. One way to make sure their views are taken into account in the conception of green
yards is to include them into the different phases of the development via participation processes.
These approaches, notably the design and the maintenance can enable children to experience nature
and foster its benefits (Giezen and Pellerey, 2021). Through them, children can also get invested in
the project as well as get a greater sense of self-esteem, become engaged citizens, build a sense of
community, and feel that their voices matter (Hart, 1992; Blanchet-Cohen,2014; Flax, Korthals Altes,
Kupers and Mons, 2020). Flax, Korthals Altes, Kupers and Mons (2020) notably cite a Chinese proverb
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“Teach me and and I'll forget; show me and I may remember; involve me and I'll understand”. This
perfectly illustrates the importance of engaging children to stimulate their concern and care for their
green schoolyards/ playgrounds and of the natural environment in general.
Furthermore, when children participate in planning processes, it allows to create context-specific
solutions as they provide relevant knowledge for the conception and design of the space (Buizer,
Elands and Vierikko, 2016). Indeed, the information derived from children’s involvement and more
generally of the concerned community has been proven to better reflect users’ preferences and
consequently lead to better planning and outcomes, notably in green planning (Blanchet-Cohen,2014;
Fors, Molin, Murphy and Konijnendijk van den Bosch, 2021; Giezen and Pellerey, 2021). As a matter
of fact, adults are not necessarily the most fitted to know what children use. Hence, the contribution
of children as experts of their own life can increase the benefit of green implementation (Carroll et
al., 2019; Flax, Korthals Altes, Kupers and Mons, 2020). Overall, children involvement not only adds
new perspectives but can also lead to new planning practices and adult-child relationships (Nordström
and Wales, 2019). This in turn can better the collaboration within different stakeholders, which
constitutes a positive loop for fostering co-creation processes with children.
Adding to providing relevant knowledge, the engagement of children and other concerned citizens
also reinforces the environmental resilience of the city by creating diverse green spaces and fostering
long-term stewardship (Buijs et al., 2016). More specifically, active participation can strengthen the
resilience of green projects on the long term. Resilience can be defined as the ability to return to a
state of equilibrium but the most useful definition in planning describes resilience as a “dynamic and
evolutionary paradigm referring to the ability of a system to adapt and adjust to change and
disturbance.” (Crowe, Foley and Collier, 2016; Flax, Korthals Altes, Kupers and Mons, 2020). Active
engagement of various stakeholders (including children and citizens) can for instance increase the
integrative resilience by stimulating social cohesion and the perennity of the project over time (Flax,
Korthals Altes, Kupers and Mons, 2020). Indeed, it prevents the risk of people losing interest and
motivation which could threaten the management and maintenance of the space put in place (Fors,
Hagemann, Sang and Randrup, 2021).
1.5 Problem Statement
Children inclusion in planning of green spaces therefore bring numerous benefits if involved in a
relevant way. Since the Article 12 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child that advocates for
promoting children’s right to participation (Lansdown, 2009), many efforts have emerged notably in
the European Union to stimulate this objective. Indeed, these include international conventions such
as the Local Agenda 21 Action Plan (1992), the European Landscape Convention (2000) or the EU
Aarhus Convention (2000). Several initiatives have also arisen like the “Child Friendly Cities Initiative”
from UNICEF, the Salzburg Global Seminar of 2018 on “Nature and Childhood: From Research and
Activism to Policies for Global Change” and even in the private sector such as the firm ARUP who
designed a child-friendly approach to urban planning (Cities Alive: Designing for urban childhoods,
2022).
However, while these policies and initiatives have been pushing planning for and with children on the
agenda for at least on two decades (Fors, Hagemann, Sang and Randrup, 2021), children participation
notably in the development of green project are inadequately undertaken and rare (Sipilä and
Tyrväinen, 2005; Lansdown, 2009; Carroll et al., 2019). Many reasons explain this issue: Firstly, the
strict and sometimes inflexible structures of European planning processes can make it very difficult to
include children (Freeman, 2019). Secondly, as Rutt and Gulsrud, (2021) mention: “those less capable
may need disproportionate attention and care for equality in participation and enjoyment to be
attained”. Hence, including children requires extra resources and expertise (Sipilä and Tyrväinen,
2005). Meanwhile, projects often face a lack of technical, political, economic and social capacities to
8
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correctly address these issues (Buijs, 2019; Nordström and Wales, 2019). Lastly, the social
consideration on children can negatively influence their involvement. Indeed, children are often seen
as ‘becomings’ rather than ‘beings’, or even ‘outsiders’, which can lead to misconceiving their
competencies (Nordström and Wales, 2019; Ataol et al., 2022). As adults oversee the planning, the
weaker position of children in this power relationship makes them very vulnerable to the
considerations adults have of them and their participation (Derr, Corona and Gülgönen, 2017).
Consequently, to correctly understand how current green planning of schoolyards and playgrounds
create fitted solutions for their users it is essential to understand how they integrate children’s
requirements and views. As other citizens such as parents, teacher and/or the local community may
also be concerned about the space and add on to views for children, the way they are integrated in
the development processes of green projects should also be investigated.
1.6 Research questions
After investigating the context and issues around the topic, the main research question set up is:
How are children’s needs and desires integrated in the development of green spaces in urban
playgrounds and schoolyards? A comparison between Barcelona and Utrecht.
Different Sub-questions are also added in order to answer the main research question:
1- What is the institutional context that guides the planning and implementation of green
schoolyards and playgrounds as well as children participation in the two cities?
2- By whom are these spaces developed?
3- What are the aims, knowledges and approaches used to include children’s needs and desires
in green development?
4- What are the barriers and challenges of planning with children?

9
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1. Governance
To answer the research question and understand how children’s needs and desires are considered
and brought up in the development of green spaces, the governance of green projects need to be
addressed. This will help enlighten on various questions such as: Who speaks for children? How are
local people and children involved? Who initiates green projects?
It is first important to define the spaces where the greening is taking place: Green schoolyards are
defined as the inclusion of natural or environmental elements (Flax, Korthals Altes, Kupers and Mons,
2020; Giezen and Pellerey, 2021; van Dijk-Wesselius et al., 2020). The definition can also include the
reduction of non-porous surfaces (Korthals Altes, Kupers and Mons, 2020; Giezen and Pellerey, 2021),
the mitigation of climate change and related extreme events (Korthals Altes, Kupers and Mons, 2020)
as well as the constitution of an interactive space for children (van Dijk-Wesselius et al., 2020).
Playgrounds on the other hand are less researched in the literature and are often more considered
under the umbrella of public urban parks (Seeland, Dübendorfer and Hansmann, 2009).
Now that the spaces of focus are defined, we need to understand what governance refers to.
Lawrence et al. (2013) use the following definition of governance: “formal and informal institutions,
rules, mechanisms and processes of collective decision-making that enable stakeholders to influence
and coordinate their interdependent need and interests and their interactions with the environment
at the relevant scales.”. As this research focusses on natural spaces, governance can be extended to
the notion of environmental governance. Driessen et al. (2021) define environmental governance as
measures “deliberately taken to prevent, reduce and/or mitigate harmful effects on the environment”.
Overall, environmental governance aims on improving the conditions of the natural space of focus
and implies the interactions of different stakeholders, beyond the sole action of public sector in
designing, creating, and managing the area.
This plurality and complexity of actors, also relevant to the urban context (Lawrence et al., 2013), links
to other key concepts of governance such as ‘multi-level governance’ which focuses on mutual
dependency between actors (Driessen et al., 2012). It can also relate to ‘mosaic governance’, known
as “the diversity of processes that may facilitate existing active citizenship and stimulate its upscaling
through a mix of governance modes and policy interventions tailored to the socio-ecological context
of urban landscapes” (Buijs et al., 2019). The specificity of mosaic governance on urban spaces as well
as its focus on active citizenship and micro-macro stakeholders’ interactions makes it fitted for this
analysis. Indeed, answering the different research questions comes with investigating the multilevel
interaction between various stakeholders and measures, including children’s specific involvement. In
the field environmental governance, Driessen et al. (2012) discerned three types of governance
arrangement: A first with the preponderant lead of the public domain, either following centralized or
decentralized modes of governance. The second focusses on the interplay between public and private
actors, which can involve to a greater extend the market and civil society. Lastly, at the other end of
the spectrum some exclusively private governance arrangement can be observed. Discussing about
cooperation and interactions between private and public actors in the governance of green spaces
also entails different decision-making approaches: top-down and bottom-up (Buijs et al., 2019). As
this research will investigate public and private areas in two different cities and contexts,
understanding which actors, domains and interactions come into play is crucial to grasp the ways
children’s interests are included into governance processes.
The following parts of the theoretical framework will thus investigate how different citizens are
integrated in planning and governance processes, following the analytical framework of Lawrence et
al. (2013) “The urban forest governance framework as a research tool”. Indeed, this analytical tool,
constructed on empirical and theoretical inputs and tested on 5 case studies, creates a descriptive,
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comprehensive, flexible, structured and applicable frame to understand the underlying processes and
dynamics in urban forest governance. To do so, they focus on the context of each project as well as
on different elements that constitute its governance: Institutional framework, actors and coalitions,
resources, and processes. Nonetheless, for the purpose of this research, this analytical framework,
initially focussed on urban forest governance, will be adapted to fit planning for green schoolyards
and green playgrounds for children.
TABLE 1: THE URBAN FOREST GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK AS A RESEARCH TOOL. (LAWRENCE ET AL., 2013)
Variable
Case
Type
Scale

Summary information for comparative table
The name of the case
Label to distinguish single project, programme, plan, network…
Neighbourhood, city, region, nation

Further options and details to include in narrative

Street trees, woodlands, parks. Area if possible
Size of catchment population

Description of landscape, quality & history woodlands
Ethnic diversity, culture, and demographics

National, regional or local policies, plans and programmes that
affect urban forestry
Planning and legal requirements speciﬁc to the case, and which
affect the implementation of urban forestry in the area

Relevant detail about policies, plans and programmes
Relevant past policies, plans and programmes
The wider context: national forestry regulations,
spatial planning systems described if relevant
e.g. historical change; owner types

Access and use rights

Of the land; any changes to ownership required to implement the
programme and how that is achieved
Rights to walk/cycle – make use of products from the urban forest

Actors and coalitions
Primary stakeholders
Others stakeholders

List of those who are active in developing and implementing
additional stakeholders w/ interest, inﬂuence, use

The roles of the primary actors can be described.
Additional information on the stakeholders and
their role can be added
Description of partnership and roles of the partners
This section has potential for detailed theoretical
work not easily summarised in few words in the
table. For ex description of conﬂict

Context
Trees, forests
People
Institutional framework
Policies
Planning and regulations

Ownership

Partnerships
Power analysis

Resources
Funding
Knowledge, information

Delivery mechanisms
Processes
Discourses
Participation, engagement
and conﬂict management
Monitoring and evaluation

Formal connections btw organisations to help deliver urban forest
Amongst the actors and stakeholders, who makes decisions?
Who gets what they want, who does not?
Is this through inﬂuence, democratic processes, campaigning?

The governance model may be described (e.g.
community managed woodland; local authority
team

e.g. historical context; campaigns to change rights

Grants received, taxes, trading
How technical information (tree species composition) is provided
and accessed, whose knowledge is available and used in making
management decisions
Policy tools that support implementation:
incentives, grants offered, projects, staff

When appropriate, amount and type of funding
References
to
technical
guidelines
or
design/management types can be added. Discuss
balance of expert, lay and local knowledge
Details on tools mobilised can be described

The main various relevant narratives, perspectives, conﬂicts,
framing in the media, described concisely
Ways in which actors and stakeholders are consulted, engaged,
involved and empowered, in decisions and delivery. Conﬂict
management processes
Ways in which the work is monitored; contribution to
transparency and accountability?

Describe narratives, conﬂicts and framing relevant to
the description of the governance process

References to online reports

2.2. Context of the project
The theoretical framework will from now on look at each variable from Lawrence et al. (2013)
framework and investigate how fitted it is for the present research.
Lawrence et al. (2013) start their analytical framework by describing the ‘type’ and ‘scale’ of urban
forests as well as the ‘context’, meaning the type of vegetation and landscape (‘Trees, forests’) as well
as the size of the population concerned by such an urban forest (‘People’). This introduction of general
information about each project is important to take into account as a green space cannot be taken
out of the context, mostly to understand the user’s needs. As such, these different aspects will be kept
but with slight modifications. The context on trees and forest will focus on a description of the green
planning aimed and the context on people will focus on the scale of children impacted, put differently
how many children’s use the space and will be extended as well to the larger community that benefits
from the space. This scale both spatial and social is important as it the complexity of an urban space
widely depends on its size and consequently, the number of stakeholder it influences (Lawrence et al.,
2013).
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2.3. Institutional framework
Based on the governance definition of Tacconi (2011): “the formal and informal institutions, rules,
mechanisms and processes of collective decision-making that enable stakeholders to influence and
coordinate their interdependent needs and interests and their interactions with the environment at
the relevant scales.” Lawrence et al. (2013) base the beginning of their framework on the analysis of
the general institutional context of the project. To do so, they differ four categories to describe the
institutional framework: ‘Policies’, ‘Planning and regulations’, ‘Ownership’ and ‘Access and use rights’.
‘Policies’ refer in their case on policies, plan and programs of different scales (national, regional or
local) that may affect the urban forestry. In our case this will help to understand what influences from
a higher level the planning of green schoolyards and playgrounds. The second aspect, ‘Planning and
Regulations’, focusses on the legal requirements that come into play for the greening processes. These
elements are not crucial for the for answering the research question so they will not be investigated
in depth. Nonetheless, they help understanding the context and how this can promote the greening
of playgrounds and schoolyards. The third level of the institutional framework focusses more precisely
on the project itself. ‘Ownership’ here entails how ownership may change for allowing the
implementation of the project. In our case, this ownership will also be linked to the initiation of the
project. As ownership may change during the implementation it is useful to understand how is
responsible for the project in the first place to understand why that change of ownership took place.
Lastly Lawrence et al. (2013) investigate the ‘access and use rights’ of the urban forest, meaning the
‘rights to walk, cycle and/or make use of products from the urban forest’. This is very important for
our case because it highly determines who is concerned about the green planning of schoolyards and
playgrounds. As some schoolyards can be opened to the general public, and therefore increase their
scale of impact, the planning may differ compared to a closed, only-for children schoolyards.
Understanding who can make use of the space is therefore crucial, mostly when understanding the
different stakeholders and the way they are engaged in the planning.

2.4. Actors and coalitions
The third part of Lawrence et al. (2013) framework focuses on actors and coalitions. This part is again
very important to us for the green planning of schoolyards and playgrounds. They differ again four
levels for analysing this aspect: ‘Primary Stakeholders’, ‘Other stakeholders’, ‘Partnerships’, ‘Power
analysis’. The ‘primary stakeholders’ are defined as a “list of those who are active in developing and
implementing the work”. In our context, this will be focussed on the people responsible for the
planning of the green schoolyard or playground. It is expected that one key primary stakeholder in
this study will be planners. Overall, planners are not strictly defined by a particular diploma or role.
This falls back on the premise of Patterson, Soininen, Collier and Raymond (2021) that there is “no
universal definition of a ‘planner’” but rather an “endogenous actor expected to take action to advance
urban transformations”. However, the notion of planner is still more associated with professionals,
active in top-down green projects, rather than in citizen-initiated green spaces. The notion of
organising actors will as such be used as a more encompassing definition. These actors can obviously
include planners but can also extend to teachers, parents or other individual actively involved in the
development of green schoolyards and playgrounds.
Coming back to the framework of Lawrence et al. (2013), ‘Other stakeholders’ concern people that
may have an interest or influence or use the outcome. In our case, children can be included in such
categories as well as the community that benefits from the green project, as long as they are not
strongly active in developing the project. The third category of interest focusses on ‘Partnerships’
between different organisations that may help deliver the urban forest. In this section, Lawrence et
al. (2013) advise on describing the partnership and the role of each partner in the green planning. This
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section will be kept in case specific partnership arise. The last element that they suggest on
investigating in ‘Actors and coalitions’ is ‘Power Analysis’. This section focusses on who makes the
decisions between the different stakeholders and by which mean: influence, democratic processes,
campaigning… This section can be quite detailed and can notably include aspects around conflict. As
Lawrence et al. (2013) mention here, the decision to include this aspect depends on the aim of each
study. Consequently, as our study can look into the role of children in decision making, this specific
focus will be kept not extensively developed. Rather they will be derived from the analysis of the
participation of children in the part on ‘Processes’.

2.5. Resources
The fourth part of Lawrence et al. (2013) framework, focusses on the resources gathered for putting
in place the urban forest. They differ three categories there: ‘Funding’, ‘Knowledge and information’
and ‘Delivery mechanisms’. As mentioned, these resources can be financial (‘Funding’), including the
possible grants and funding received as well as the taxes imposed. Since the present research does
not focus on financial capacity to put in place a greening project these information will not be
gathered. Resources also include ‘knowledge and information’. Lawrence et al. (2013) suggest that
when using the framework, people investigate the way information is provided and accessed and by
whom. The integration of these data into decision making and management are also a point to take
notice off. Here the interplay between experts and local knowledge can be put forward. This aspect
on knowledge and information is especially important for us. Indeed, understanding how the
information delivered by children and the local community balances out with guidelines, planners
views, institutional incentives is particularly relevant for answering the research question. The last
point of focus in the ‘Resources’ of Lawrence et al. (2013) framework revolves around ‘delivery
mechanisms’. These englobe the policy tools that support the implementation of urban forests. Just
as the funding, it is not necessary for the purpose of the research to gather data on the policy tools
that facilitate the implementation. As such this aspect will not be considered in the present study.
These three aspects of resources are made for general urban forest projects and do not include
resources specific to children and or to schoolyards and playgrounds. As such, other elements could
be better used in the context of our study to adapt better the framework of Lawrence et al. (2013).
Indeed, when conceiving green spaces meant for the younger generation, understanding how children
bond to these spaces is crucial for relevant decision-making. This can be added in the framework by a
category in the ‘resources’ focussed on knowledge on planning for children.
To better understand what knowledge to plan for children entails, it is essential to understand the
links between children and their environment as well as how the spatial conception of the
environment affects children. Firstly, as some literature in children geography shows, spaces and
places children live in reflect their identities (Farrugia, 2014). Wexler and Eglinton (2014) notably link
spaces to the sociocultural theory of “artifact mediation” or “theory of mediation”. This theory
explains interactions of people (between themselves or with the world) as being mediated by cultural
tools. Wexler and Eglinton (2014) as such conceptualize space as both physical and meaningful where
relations can unfold: a “meeting place”. Extending this concept to the current research, green spaces
can consequently represent for children a tool or artifact to bond with one another and with the
schoolyard/ playground. This idea in turns relates to the concept of “sense of place”. This “place
attachment” gets developed through practices relating to the space and frequency of visit (Buizer,
Elands and Vierikko, 2016). The sense of belonging and attachment further influences children’s
identities and their connection to the natural world, which can in turn drive transformative change
(Hölscher and Frantzeskaki, 2021). In their paper, Hölscher and Frantzeskaki (2021) use the example
of how ‘eco-acupuncture’ interventions has been proven to change a community’s desires and
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perception of green spaces. Planning focussing on this conceptualisation of nature, centred around
children’s relationship to the living world can be an effective way of creating spaces designed for
children’s emotional development. Stimulating this sense of connectedness can be done through the
spatial conception of green spaces to fit children’s use and practices. This can also be achieved by
integrating children’s views gathered during planning processes. Lastly, the participation of children
in the project development itself is an important driver of the sense of attachment as it stimulates
their interaction with nature (Giezen and Pellerey, 2021). Getting knowledge on how children interact
with spaces is consequently crucial to add up to the information provided by participants themselves
to design relevant spaces for children.
Other information and knowledge can revolve around how to create spatially a green schoolyards that
corresponds to the needs and desires of children. Many concepts and literature exist on the spatial
organisation of the space and the greenery type selection to put in place for children. These data can
also come from policy guidelines focussed on greening for children. These principles of spatial
greening are based on different priorities such as stimulating the health, the social interactions, the
school success of children etc. Kopeva, Khrapko and Ivanova (2017) argue that “the key principles
underlying landscape planning of school yards should be safety along with the establishment of a
favorable microclimate, aesthetic and educational environment.” They further develop a list of
different functions plants can have in a schoolyard. As such, they first serve a sanitary and hygienic
purpose by limiting pollution for example. They also structure the space by segregating functional
zones and are ornamental by decorating non-aesthetic facilities. Lastly plants can serve an educational
function by imitating natural landscapes. Other roles can be considered such as the stimulation of
children senses by integrating plants of various colours, textures and scents or the influence on
academic achievement. Some spatial principles can be derived for school success such as the
importance of an abundant tree canopy in the immediate proximity (radius of 250m) of the school
(Kuo, Klein, HEM Browning and Zaplatosch, 2021). Schoolyard and playgrounds planning should
therefore consider these characteristics while integrating the specificity of the area (layout, climate)
and avoiding species that could harm children (poison, allergy…) (Kopeva, Khrapko and Ivanova, 2017).

2.6. Processes
The final category of urban forest governance framework of Lawrence et al. (2013) is centred around
governance ‘processes’, namely ‘Discourses’, ‘Participation, engagement and conflict management’
as well as ‘Monitoring and evaluation’. Discourses focusses on the various narratives and conflict that
may arise around the urban forest of interest. It also looks into the framing of the project portrayed
by and in medias. As one of our focus will be the reasons pushing the planning of such space and the
integration of children’s needs and desires, discourses will be a relevant variable of interest.
Nonetheless, while motivations and goals will be looked at, aspects around conflict or media framing
will not be developed. The same applies to whole variable ‘Monitoring and evaluation’ which looks at
the way the project is evaluated and its transparency as well as accountability, and will consequently
not be developed in the present study. Lastly, ‘Participation, engagement and conflict management’
aims at the description of how stakeholders “are consulted, engaged, involved and empowered in
decisions and delivery” and how conflicts are managed. If the present study will not develop conflict
management, the integration of actors and stakeholders is one of the most important elements to
investigate in order to answer the research question. Indeed, it relates to both the involvement of
children and of the local community. This involvement can take various forms but the literature
distinguishes two main involvement type: participation processes in more top down projects (Fors,
Hagemann, Sang and Randrup, 2021) and civic engagement in more bottom-up processes (Buijs et al.,
2019). To understand how to integrate it to the analytical framework, it is needed to get a deeper
understanding at these various citizen engagement pathways.
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2.6.1.Top-down participation processes vs Bottom-up civic engagement
When the planning of a green space is initiated by higher institutions, such as in our case the local
government of a city, the process is considered top-down. However, despite being put in place by
these larger institutions, top-down approaches can still give the voice to the citizens concerned about
the projects. Indeed, as Giezen and Pellerey (2021) mention, allowing for such cooperation can
“guarantee a site-specific approach to planning and management while also ensuring social inclusion”.
In their paper, they specifically look at the case of green schoolyard as a joint effort between
government and local schools to move towards urban climate resilience. As participation stimulates
exchange of citizen’s knowledge, imagination, anticipation, and action, it can enable the emergence
of better-fitted solutions and the likelihood to reach projects’ objectives (Crowe, Foley and Collier,
2016). To stimulate good participation, different principles have been listed by Buchy and Hoverman
(2000), namely: commitment and clarity, time allocated for group dynamics, representativeness and
lastly, skill sharing.
While green projects can be promoted and conducted by higher institutions, some others can be
citizen initiated. This approach is called bottom-up and highly revolves around active citizenship. This
differs from participation in which it is self-organised rather than led by a governmental organisation
(Buijs et al., 2019). As such, projects initiated may not necessarily align on larger policies or political
will.
2.6.2.Analysis of citizen involvement
While a lot of projects are clearly distinguishable between top-down and bottom-up processes, some
do not have a clear line between both and can adopt a mixed approach. Moreover, it is not the focus
of the study to categorise the project in strict terms of top-down or bottom-up. Consequently, the
analysis of the two methods of inclusions: participation and engagement can be combined to
understand best which tools are used by the project to stimulate the presence of citizens.
As the framework by Lawrence et al. (2013) does not go in depth on how to analyse this involvement,
a framework developed by Fors, Hagemann, Sang and Randrup (2021) will be used. This framework is
focussing on participation and is composed of seven parts: 1. ‘Background information’; 2.
‘Approaches, processes, and tools’; 3. ‘Phase of strategic management of Urban Green Spaces’; 4.
‘Type of participation’; 5. ‘Participation initiation’; 6. ‘Marginalized user groups’; 7. ‘Project (shortterm) or process (long-term)’. Just like previously done for Lawrence et al. (2013) framework, the way
this framework is used will be detailed and some elements that focus on civic engagement will be
added to make it fitted to explore both more top-down participation and more bottom-up
engagement. Lastly, as this part of the final analytical framework is directly linked to the actors and
stakeholders, it will be put before the part on ‘resources’ and will be split into two categories: citizen
inclusion and children participation.
TABLE 2: PARTICIPATION FRAMEWORK (FORS, HAGEMANN, SANG AND RANDRUP, 2021)

1.
2.

Background information
Approaches, processes, and
tools

3.

Phase of strategic
management of UGS

4.

Type of participation

Geographical context, number of specific UGS included in the case.
Describing participation on three different hierarchical levels:
(a) “approach”: category of participation processes, where participation
processes with similar characteristics belonged to the same approach,
(b) “participation process”: procedure for user participation carried out
employing one or several tools, (c) “tool”: device/action/happening that
supported/was part of the participation process
Participation can occur in different phases of strategic management, with
some participation processes spanning several phases. The cases reviewed
were classified as occurring in the planning, design, construction, and/or
maintenance phase.
It describes different types of participation as a spectrum ranging from
inform to consult, involve, partnership, and empower. For some of the cases
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5.

Participation initiation

6. Marginalized user groups
7.

Project (short-term) or process
(long-term) participation

reviewed, the type of participation changed during the life span of the
participation process.
Reasons behind initiating the participation process and whether process
initiation was top-down or bottom-up were noted for each case.
For each case, it was noted which user group participated and whether the
case focused on involving traditionally marginalized groups.
Cases were classified as either project-based (short-term) or as longer
governance processes (long-term participation).

As Lawrence et al. (2013) framework already entails a descriptive part on the project’s context, the
part on ‘Background information’ in Fors et al. (2021) framework will not be included. Similarly, as the
initiation of the project entails the initiation of the participation and is already covered in the
‘Ownership’ section of the new framework, the fifth part of Fors et al. (2021) framework on
‘Participation initiation’ will not be included. Lastly, as the study focusses specifically on children and
does not focus on other marginalized groups, the sixth portion of Fors et al. (2021) framework:
‘marginalized user group’ is also removed and a separate part on children participation will be
developed. Therefore, four elements of Fors, Hagemann, Sang and Randrup (2021) are used for the
development of citizen involvement framework: 2. ‘Approaches, processes, and tools’, 3. ‘Phase of
strategic management of Urban Green Spaces’, 4. ‘Type of participation’ and 7. ‘Project (short-term)
or process (long-term)’.
Participation and engagement approaches, processes, and tools
The analysis of civic engagement therefore focusses on ‘Approaches, processes and tools’. In their
framework, Fors, Hagemann, Sang and Randrup (2021), base their list of participatory approaches and
tools on some case studies. In their research, they do not make a significant distinction between topdown participation and bottom-up engagement, however mention methods such as co-creation and
co-management which entails cooperation at the merge of bottom-up and top-down processes. Cocreation, co-design and co-production have been shown to promote innovation and transformative
urban change as well as actively increasing the multifunctionality of these new spaces (Frantzeskaki,
Kabisch and McPhearson, 2016; Patterson, Soininen, Collier and Raymond, 2021). Another key
collaborative approach in green planning is co-management, especially fostered when different
institutional spaces are made available for dialogue between various stakeholders (Raymond et al.,
2017). Crowe, Foley and Collier (2016) even extend this concept to adaptivity: “Adaptive comanagement fuses the dynamic learning aspect of adaptive management with the vertical and
horizontal linking aspect of collaborative management forging connections between government and
citizens through civic engagement.” This can ensure that the management of the green area doesn’t
remain static and allows for flexibility and potential for adjusting depending on actors’ needs or
linkages between different institutional scales. Lastly, another aspect of participation and engagement
revolves around the tools used to stimulate further integration of citizens. Lists of tools can varies and
are often used in combination as it promotes better integration of diversified interests (Sipilä and
Tyrväinen, 2005).
Phase and length of participation
The second point of the civic involvement analysis will combine two elements of the framework of
Fors, Hagemann, Sang and Randrup (2021): ‘Phase of strategic management’ and ‘Project (short-term)
or process (long-term) participation’. Hence, this section will focus on the time scale at which citizen
participation is stimulated: the step of planning and the length of involvement. This will apply more
for top-down processes as civic engagement is most commonly done from the start. Fors, Hagemann,
Sang and Randrup (2021) separate three main consecutive phases of green space development:
Planning, design, and management, each allowing for citizen participation. However, Sipilä and
Tyrväinen (2005) indicate that for a stronger influence on decision making, especially during the
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planning, the public should be involved in early stages. Lastly, the length and frequency of citizen
participation can vary between different projects. Indeed, Fors, Hagemann, Sang and Randrup, (2021)
show that the more iterations of people participation take place, the more people will feel attached
to the space and hence trust local authorities in the planning process. This in turn can stimulate more
participation. They give the example of including at the end of each main step an evaluating phase
where the public is asked to give their views on the project.
Type of participation
The final element investigated for citizen involvement, following the framework of Fors, Hagemann,
Sang and Randrup (2021) focusses on the ‘Type of participation’. The authors themselves base this
category on the “Spectrum of Public Participation in Forest and Woodland Planning” checklist from
Ambrose-Oji et al. (2011). This list ranges participation along 5 categories: Information, Consultation,
Involvement, Partnership and Empowerment.
The lowest level of participation (Information) involves giving people information so that citizens can
decide to what extend they wish to be included in the planning process. The second echelon
(Consultation) invites people to express their views on the process in a consulting approach. The third
category (Involvement) encourages citizens to participate in various planning activities. The fourth
level (Partnership) can also be categorised as collaboration and sets a process where users have a
direct role in decision making. As Ambrose-Oji et al. (2011) mention, in the partnership-level “influence
and responsibilities are negotiated and shared”. The last category at the end of the spectrum
(Empowerment) focusses on capacity building of different stakeholders to allow them to manage the
area independently. Despite both involving the direct management of citizens, this final element
differs from bottom-up civic engagement in which it is initiated by higher institutions and not by users.
It is therefore still fitted under the top-down participation category rather than citizen initiated
bottom-up approach.
For the present analysis, these categorisations of participation will be used separately or combined if
the context requires it. Indeed, Fors, Hagemann, Sang and Randrup (2021) found that in some cases,
the type of participation could change during the process. Lastly if the process is highly bottom-up this
section will just mention that planning process and will not use the checklist from Ambrose-Oji et al.
(2011).
2.6.3.Children participation
Despite not being directly interviewed in this study, children and especially their influence on planning
processes need to be considered to answer the research question. The involvement of children is again
such an import part of the analysis. Consequently, the part of Lawrence et al. (2013) framework on
‘processes’, will contain a part on the specific participation of children.
One way of considering children involvement in the making of green spaces is through the concept of
“active citizenship” in mosaic governance (Buijs et al., 2016 and 2019). Indeed, as Blanchet-Cohen
(2014) mentions, a citizen is not necessarily over 18 nor someone with a right to vote, but rather
someone who lives in a city and wants his opinions to be heard. This makes children potential
candidates for active citizenship. However, this concept focusses on self-organisation in citizen
involvement and is specifically fitted for bottom-up planning processes. Self-organisation is expected
to be rare for children as they are most often asked to contribute to already existing planning
structures, most likely designed by adults (either planners in top-down approaches or organising
actors such as teachers or parents in bottom-up processes). Hence, we will consider in this research
the inclusion of children as participatory in bottom-up, top-down and mixed-approaches processes.
Some flexibility in the research remains as bottom-up projects could integrate children from the start
and in a comparable way than other citizens. In this context, children involvement could relate more
to civic engagement than participation. Nonetheless, “those less capable may need disproportionate
attention and care for equality in participation and enjoyment to be attained” (Rutt and Gulsrud, 2021)
and as such, integrating children in green planning can require specific tools and processes.
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Participation consequently seems like the most fitted concept to understanding children involvement.
This concept of children participation can fall under larger themes, such as user participation. Users
are commonly defined as “people or groups […] that regularly or potentially inhabit and interact with
a local green space for primarily recreational purposes” (Fors, Molin, Murphy and Konijnendijk van
den Bosch, 2021; Fors, Hagemann, Sang and Randrup, 2021). As children are the first users of
playgrounds and schoolyards this consideration in children participation is fitted.
When it comes to children participation, some key elements need to be considered. Indeed, few
authors stress the importance of not falling in tokenistic participation and really adapting participatory
approaches to children’s needs (Blanchet and Cohen, 2014; Fors, Hagemann, Sang and Randrup,
2021). The Article 12 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child notably stresses that children
are entitled to be heard “either directly or through a representative or appropriate body.” (Lansdown,
2009). Blanchet and Cohen (2014) put forward three priority areas: First, improving the way children
are reached out notably by relying on child-oriented communication. Second, creating a collaborative
and save space to share views, which has been proven to stimulate non-tokenistic participation (Fors,
Hagemann, Sang and Randrup, 2021). Lastly, use of appropriate tools to bring children into steps such
as the design of green spaces. These different elements need to be considered when analysing
participation of children by using frameworks designed for adult participation. This can illustrate how
much efforts a planning project is making to integrate at most children’s views.
Lastly, when planning with children, some specific challenges may arise because of their special needs
or due to barriers from an external level. As such to fully grasp the ways children are included in the
development processes some information on the various difficulties that arise is crucial.
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2.7. Analytical framework
The following table summarizes the analytical framework elaborated for this study, mainly based on
Lawrence et al. (2013) urban forest governance framework as well as Fors, Hagemann, Sang and
Randrup (2021) participation framework.
TABLE 3: GREEN SCHOOLYARD AND PLAYGROUNDS GOVERNANCE AND PARTICIPATION FRAMEWORK
Variable

Summary information for comparative table

Context of Project
Label
Greening
Children

Schoolyard or Playground
Description of the greening planned/ implemented
Scale and size of children population impacted (extend to the
community)

Institutional framework
Polic ies
Planning and regulations

Ownership and initiation
Access and use rights

Actors and coalitions
Primary stakeholders
Others stakeholders
Partnerships
Power Analysis
Processes & Children inclusion
Discourses

National, regional or local policies, plans and programmes that affect
schoolyard and playground greening as well as children participation
Planning and legal requirements speciﬁc to the case, and which affect
the implementation of green schoolyard and playground as well as
children participation
Who owns the space and any change of ownership for implementation,
who initiated
Who acts, accesses and uses the space (are schoolyards open to the
public)
List of those who are active in developing and implementing and role
Additional stakeholders in participation (children, community) and
role
Formal connections btw organisations to help deliver green
schoolyards and playgrounds
Amongst the actors and stakeholders, who makes decisions?
Relevant narratives, motivations, reasons and goals for the planning
and pushing participation approaches

Method of participation and
engagement of children
Phase
of
participation
children
Type of participation of
children

Approaches, processes, and tools used in the participation or
engagement
Phase and length at which children are involved in the case of topdown participation
Inform to consult, involve, partnership, empowerment

Challenges
Resources
Knowledge
planning

Specific barrier of difficulty when planning for and with children
for

children

Whose knowledge is available and used in making planning/
management decisions, views on children’s involvement

Inspiration
reference
Frameworks
literature

or
of
or

Lawrence
2013

et

al.,

Lawrence
2013

et

al.,

Lawrence
2013

et

al.,

Fors, Hagemann,
Sang and Randrup,
2021
Buijs et al., 2019
Crowe, Foley and
Collier, 2016
Ambrose-Oji et al.,
2011
Blanchet
and
Cohen, 2014

Lawrence
2013

et

When looking back at the different sub research questions, we therefore have them clearly linked to
the different parts of the analytical framework:
1. What is the institutional context that guides the planning and implementation of green
schoolyards and playgrounds as well as children participation in the two cities? Relates to the
‘Institutional Framework’.
2. By whom are these spaces developed? Relates to ‘Actors and Coalitions’.
3. What are the aims, knowledges and approaches used to include children’s needs and desires in
green development? Relates to the ‘Processes and Children inclusion’ during the development of
green schoolyards and playgrounds. It also relates to the ‘Resources’ used to conceive and
implement spaces with and for children.
4. What are the barriers and challenges of planning with children? Relates to the processes and
citizen inclusion during the development of green schoolyards and playgrounds.
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3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Character of thesis
The study undertook here is both an explorative and comparative qualitative research. It will compare
two different cities as well as two different project types: schoolyards and playgrounds. This
comparison will allow to enlighten on various planning practices to develop green yard for and with
children, as well as understand how each element of a city or project is unique and specific to its
context. By being explorative, the research will allow for flexibility in the interviews during the process
of research, depending on the findings (Abusabha & Woelfel, 2003). Indeed, in a non-explorative
research there would be higher risks on missing out on an important angle because it was not
predicted in advanced. It also allows for adapting the research to the context and rules of each city.
However this also represent a disadvantage in the comparison as the openness may make it harder to
precisely compare the differences. Luckily the comparative nature of the study along with the
structure the analytical framework provides, will help reduce the complexity brought with the
openness of the study.
This openness is also linked to the qualitative nature of the research which, different from quantitative
study does not control for the changing variables and as such cannot conclude on what is causing the
differences. Nonetheless, qualitative research allows for complexity and can better put in light the
various interactions and processes that come at play when planning green schoolyards and
playgrounds for and with children.
3.2. Choice of Barcelona and Utrecht
As previously mentioned, two cities will be compared in this study: Barcelona (Spain) and Utrecht
(Netherlands). In order to understand this choice, it is important to understand the way their general
approach to green development and children involvement.
Across the world, some cities have taken the lead at green planning for children such as Barcelona. In
its Barcelona Green Plan 2020, the city has demonstrated its will to provide parks, gardens and squares
for an accessible inclusive area for children but that an imbalance is still to be observed, notably in the
provision of playgrounds. Indeed, this compact urbanised and densely populated city has an unequal
distribution of green spaces across the urban fabric (Baró et al., 2021). Baró et al., (2021) even found
that for children ranging from 3 to 12 years old the availability of green public space ranged from 27
m2 of green space per child of middle-income neighbourhoods up to 718 m2 per child in the upperincome districts. As such, Barcelona is currently aiming for a strong strategy to increase the access of
all children to natural areas: Barcelona Plan for Play in Public Spaces Horizon 2030. One the goals here
is to enhance the sustainability of schoolyards and public green space to become social and playful
environments. Since the global health crisis, their ambition has even increased and they have notably
launched the conference on Play-friendly cities to promote this goal in Barcelona and in the world
(notably São Paulo). This strategic plan along with other initiatives such as the “Climate Shelters in
Schools” pilot project 2020, funded by the EU and that involved children participation, makes
Barcelona a relevant city to investigate in order to understand the ways the development of green
schoolyards and playgrounds are done, taking children into account.
Not all countries and cities create such strong institutional strategies to green children’s spaces. The
Netherlands notably approach green planning in more bottom-up approaches such as the
Neighbourhood Green Plans in Utrecht that encouraged citizens to get involved in improving the green
spaces of their living environments. This plan provided €5 million for the implementation and about
140 projects had successfully outputs over ten neighbourhoods in Utrecht. The “Samen stad maken
op de Utrechtse manier” 2019 plan aims on developing participation for the development of the city,
notably by stimulating young people and students through 6 axes: Awareness, communication, access
to the working network, appreciation, training as well as attitude and behaviour. Lastly, the city has
started a subsidy scheme to develop schoolyard greening, in partnership with the Education Housing
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Team and Utrecht Natuurlijk who developed a ‘Green Schoolyards Step-by Step Plan’ to help
renaturing schoolyards. This financial support is based on 4 pillars: the €5000 subsidy of Kiem scheme,
focussed on greener Utrecht, The blue Resident’s initiatives subsidy scheme around water usages, the
Green Roofs subsidy and finally crowdfunding. As such, through participation awareness and subsidy
schemes Utrecht focusses mainly on pushing citizens and schools to green for children.
Hence, these two cities have very distinguishable methods when planning green schoolyards and
playgrounds: while Barcelona adopts a more top-down strategy, Utrecht mainly uses bottom-up
processes as leverage tool. This make them very interesting to analyse as they represent two general
green planning processes at opposite ends of the top-down/ bottom-up spectrum. Consequently,
comparing them in the present study will allow to understand a wide range of options for childrenoriented green planning currently used in Europe and what makes them different.

3.3. Data collection
This research is conducted under the umbrella of the interdisciplinary research project ‘Planning With
Youth’ (2019-2024). This Swedish project is coordinated by Södertön University and is partnering with
Wageningen University, the University of Copenhagen and Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan. The project
focusses on a “meaningful participation, justice and novel ways to engage youth in the governance of
urban living environments”. They do this by three main steps: Mapping the current challenges and
questions with the involvement of youth in planning, Testing participatory tools with youth and by
Creating an online resource with recommendations on how to engage youth in the governance of
urban environments. The present research will be focussed under their Working Package 2: ‘Identify
core questions spatial planners face for the involvement of young people in spatial planning processes’.
The data of the study was collected from interviews of planners and organising professionals involved
in developing of green spaces for children and the participation procedures. Moreover, in order to
verify to a certain extend the validity of the information gathered during interviews, data triangulation
was executed using other data sources such as strategies and policy documents. These allowed to
understand the legislative context of green planning in both cities. A majority of institutional
documents were used in Barcelona in comparison to Utrecht due to limited answers for interviews.
Hence, most of the study was based on primary data but also relied heavily on secondary documents
such as on the PlayFriendlyCity strategy of Barcelona.
Interviewees were selected because of their relevance on planning green schoolyards and
playgrounds for children, as well as their direct role in children’s participation:
• They are/ have been involved in a greening projects that is currently implemented or is
achieved
• They are/ have been involved in the participation process conducted for children in one or
multiple greening project
• Or they are/ have been involved in the development of related strategies.
As such, most interviews were focussing on planners and organising actors (individuals directly
involved in designing, planning, implementing and/or managing the green space and/or the
participation of children). Some of these planners were working in higher institutions such as the
municipality, notably in Barcelona. Lastly some interviews also focussed on higher institution
(municipality) representants, because of their knowledge on policies and regulations for green
schoolyards and playgrounds as well as participation regulations.
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These various interviewees were contacted through common contacts both in Barcelona and Utrecht.
As the sampling method falls under nonprobability sampling, snowball sampling (or chain sampling)
was used: finding more interviewees through the contacts of the first people found through
convenience sampling (Naderifar, Goli & Ghaljaie, 2017; Bernard, 2017a).
It was initially aimed to have around 10 interviews per city and to have a balanced number of
interviews between each project type (schoolyard, playground) and stakeholder type (planners,
school representants, policy representants…).
The initial strategy for the interviews can be summed up below:
• 20 interview in total: 10 per city
• Per city: 4 to 5 interviews on green schoolyards and 4 to 5 interviews for green playgrounds
• For each project type (schoolyard or playground): 1 to 2 projects are looked at (2 to 4
interviewees per project)
• Per city: 1-2 interviews of representant of higher institution
To illustrate this sampling goal an example is done in the table below:
TABLE 4: SAMPLING GOAL OF THE RESEARCH

City
Project Type
Project
Interviewees
Total
interviews

Schoolyard
A
B
2

3

Utrecht
Playground
A
3

Representant
higher
institution
1

Schoolyard
A
B
3

1

Barcelona
Playground
A
B
2

9

2

Representant
higher
institution
2

10

However, there was a lack of respondents for the specific case of Barcelona’s schools. As such, much
more institutional documents were used to partly compensate the missing data. Other documents
such as schools experiences found in blog posts were also used to have more direct experience data.
Moreover, in Utrecht several respondents were not directly working on a current project but rather
involved in organisations that guided greening and participation processes. These were overall
applicable to both schoolyards and playgrounds. It was also seen that public playgrounds relied more
on the municipality (for both cities) than schoolyards. As such, very little playgrounds representants
could be found and general institutional representant/ planners of public space were the most
relevant respondents to analyse playgrounds. Consequently the data collection of the two cities look
very different. Nonetheless it did apply to a certain extend on the specificity of schoolyards and
playgrounds of Utrecht and Barcelona. This still led to the presence of sufficient data sources to get
an overarching understanding of both cities and for comparing them. A representation of the actual
data collection can be found in the two tables below. It should be noted that they do not represent
fully accurately the role of all interviewees, as some could provide information for both playgrounds
and schoolyards:
TABLE 5: SAMPLING FOR UTRECHT’S DATA COLLECTION

Utrecht
Category
Interviewees
Total per
category
Total

Schoolyard
representants
4

Schoolyard
Institutional
context
2

Assisting
organisation
2

Playground
representant
1

8

Playground
Institutional
context
2

Assisting
organisation
1

Common
Secondary
sources
2

4
Interviews: 12
Secondary sources: 2
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TABLE 6: SAMPLING FOR BARCELONA’S DATA COLLECTION

Barcelona

Schoolyard

Playground

Category

Planners and institutional
representants

Secondary
sources

Interviewees

2

4

Total

Planners and
institutional
representants
4

Secondary
sources
3

Interviews: 6
Secondary sources: 7

The interviews were mainly done online through Teams due to Covid-19 restrictions. While some
interviews that were supposed to take place in person were cancelled, some yards could still be visited
in person. These consisted in playgrounds in both cities as well as a schoolyard in Utrecht, since
Barcelona’s restrictions were stricter and therefore impeded visits from external people. Moreover,
the language of interviews were in English and one interview was done written for a respondent of
Barcelona.
As mentioned in the character of the thesis, the explorative nature of the research calls for flexibility.
Mostly as the cases were varied and the interviewees could have very different backgrounds,
openness to adapt during the interview was crucial. Nonetheless, keeping a structure that can allow
for comparison during data analysis and using the analytical framework was essential. As such the
most fitted interviewing method was to use a semi-structured questionnaire (Bernard, 2017b). The
interviews were consisting in a guided conversation, based on the questionnaires, and evolving
depending on the information provided little by little by the interviewees. Many follow-up questions
were also asked spontaneously in order to deepen the understanding of some elements.
In order to account for the specific differences between institutional representants and people directly
involved in projects, two questionnaires were developed. These questionnaires were elaborated
based on the different parts of the analytical framework. Some parts such as ‘Processes’, being quite
dense, were split into several main questions. Most questions had some sub questions which were
not necessarily asked during the interviews, to allow for flexibility and openness. Depending on the
information provided by the interviewee, these helped to guide the conversation in order to gather
the sufficient knowledge to conduct a comparison for all variables. The two questionnaire mainly
differed in these sub questions but also had some variations on the main questions. Overall, one
questionnaire was more focussed on processes at play during specific projects while the other one
investigated the work done at the institutional and municipal level for children-oriented schoolyard
and playground greening. For both questionnaires, each interview lasted around 45 minutes and the
precise affiliations can be found in the Annex III.

3.4. Data analysis
The interviews were conducted and recorded through Teams with informed and written consent by
the interviewees (Hammersley, 2007). This was done using a consent form from the Planning with
Youth project, and with the validation by the Wageningen School of Social Sciences (WASS). Some
jotting notes were made during the interviews (Bernard, 2017c) to serve as a base for follow up
questions and to put forward essential elements of the interview.
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The interviews were automatically transcribed thanks to the transcription tool of Teams and were
then corrected manually due to the mistakes done by the software (notably caused by
misunderstanding with the differences of accent of the different interviewees). Once the transcripts
were available, they were, along other relevant documents, analysed through the software Atlas.ti.
Deductive coding was mainly used by creating about 20 codes based on the analytical framework.
Specific codes were also made and applied to distinguish information linked to playgrounds and
schoolyards as well as Utrecht and Barcelona. Moreover, very limited inductive coding was used, to
keep on the side information not directly linked to the analytical framework, but that could prove
useful at a later stage. Lastly, after exposing the situation of each space type in the two cities, several
comparisons were drawn: First, for each city, schoolyards and playgrounds were compared using the
frame of the analytical framework. Second, the similarities and differences of both cities were made
explicit, notably on their trends in the development of schoolyards and playgrounds in each part of
the analytical framework. These several comparisons were synthetise into tables and visuals.
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4. ANALYSIS
The following chapter will describe the results found in each play area of both cities, following the
different parts of the analytical framework.
4.1. Utrecht
4.1.1.Institutional Framework
Common Policies
The municipality of Utrecht has both ambitions for increasing play opportunities in the city and to
promote citizen participation. In 2021 the plan “Visie Speelruimte Utrecht_ Spelen in je eigen buurt”
(Play in your own neighbourhood – Design vision for Playground in Utrecht; D1 in Annexe III) was
realised. This document states four key elements to the Utrecht play vision: play opportunities close
to children’s homes, play spaces designed from the child’s perspective (with the inclusion of natural
elements), play spaces of a high quality play value, and finally variety of play opportunities in the
neighbourhood. Both schoolyards and playgrounds have to comply to safety requirements, following
the Amusement and Play Equipment Commodities Act’s (WAS) regulations on the production,
installation and inspection of play elements. Nonetheless, some gaps in the regulations exist, as
installing a fallen tree must follow certain rules, while a tree that naturally falls withing a yard does
not need to conform to any regulations. Certain subsidies can also apply to both spaces, such as the
one from water department “Stedelijk Water”, which finances every square meter of tiles removed
for water infiltration or the department of inclusivity which funds spaces available to children with
disabilities.
Moreover, one goal of the municipality is to promote participation amongst its citizens. The 2019
action program “Samen stad makenop de Utrechtse manier” (Making a city together in the Utrecht’s
way; D2 in Annexe III), outlines the goals and guidelines for the municipality to promote participation,
notably of children. This document advised to focus on giving them a voice, specifically in the context
of ‘Utrecht Children’s Rights City’, a treaty for the adoption of the universal standard of human rights.
Throughout the Netherlands, a yearly planting day for children has also been taking place for several
decades.
Playgrounds
Policies
Two different types of play spaces are considered in Utrecht: free-to-play public spaces, which are
spaces that create play opportunity without being categorised as playgrounds and furnished
playgrounds that are part of public space and that aim with a collaborative agreement of 2019 to be
inclusive for children with disabilities. The municipality also has the ambition to design new
playgrounds as green as possible in discussion with the citizens. This ambition is issued from a motion
on “New green playgrounds” (M2018/219) and developed a brochure with guidelines for this goal.
Planning
Concerning the planning of a playground, two general pathways are possible: the municipality can
either decide to change a playground by for example greening it (top-down), or the citizens take the
initiative to change the space and therefore collaborate with the municipality (bottom-up). An
organisation called Jantje Beton can also provide a subsidy scheme to redesign a play space and
especially if that process includes children participation.
Ownership and access rights
In terms of ownership, the space being public, the municipality is responsible, notably in terms of
safety and as such, conducts mandatory inspections of the playgrounds. Within the twenty-three
playgrounds of Utrecht, twenty-one are managed by independent playground organizations or by
welfare organisations and 2 are private and managed by parents who volunteer in the maintenance
and constitute a board. In this case, this board makes a yearly plan for the maintenance and gets
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funding by the municipality. These private playground ask a small entrance fee while public ones are
free. During an interview of a private playground, the entrance fee was done to promote a safe
environment for very young children in the context of a wealthy neighbourhood. It seems however
that if parents had no means, they could still join as the chairman doesn’t want money to be a limit to
enjoy the playground. In most playground, everyone can access and enjoy the area. However, the
private one dedicated to young children (from 0 to 6) is not allowed to single children and can ask
parents with older children to leave if children start posing a risk to the younger children. This space
is also closed in winter.
Schoolyards
Policies
The impulse to green schoolyards currently follows a motion to green schoolyards in Utrecht (Motion
57/2017) and a national policy adopted a motion for a vegetable garden in every elementary school.
Moreover the municipality has launched a subsidy scheme “Greening the schoolyard” (“Vergroenen
van het schoolplein”) (Utrecht, 2022) in 2020 for the greening of schoolyards, involving several
municipal departments. This subsidy scheme has a total budget of €80 million per year and can
therefore assist the greening of about 10 to 12 schoolyards, as schools can ask for €30,000 at once.
Two essential components of this vision and subsidy scheme is to green and open the schoolyard so
that the schoolyard can be enjoyed outside of school hours and by more people than children, notably
the neighbourhood. One regulation imposing paved schoolyards in Utrecht to avoid children getting
dirty was also removed in 2020, which promoted the greening of the schoolyards and the use of more
natural grounds.
In terms of children engagement, one necessary condition to receive the funding of the subsidy
scheme “Greening the schoolyard” is to prove any kind of children engagement during the process.
To be less constraining on the schools, no guidelines is given concerning the participation.
Planning
The whole process of greening schoolyard is bottom-up as it is on the initiative of the schools. To assist
this process, some inspirational sessions are organised by the municipality to show what is possible
and some organisations can guide and advise the transition of schoolyards. The organisation IVN
Natuureducatie also implements tiny forests in partnership with schools in their schoolyards or
playgrounds nearby. Overall, the municipality follow up with what schools are doing and can prohibit
certain installations if it doesn’t comply to safety rules for instance. However, active dialogue is often
adopted between the schools and the municipality in case of such resistance to find common-ground
solutions. Some interviews with schools directors also note a change of mindset within the
municipality towards more collaboration and willingness to make greening happen.
Ownership and access rights
As schools are legally the owners of their school building and yard, the municipality cannot force them
to green the outdoor space. Moreover, as the yard often becomes public, a change in ownership has
to take place, which increases the complexity of the process and limits the large scale greening of
schoolyards, as currently only about 20 schools out of the 150 schools in Utrecht are active in greening.
Consequently, the municipality has the ambition to build from now on schools with the yard already
public to facilitate schoolyard greening. To cope with certain risks and resistance inherent to the public
nature of schoolyards, fencing systems are often put in place with certain neighbours owning keys so
that they can open and close the schoolyards at certain hours. Finally when schoolyards become public
through the subsidy, it’s maintenance is under the responsibility of the municipality. However, many
schools who have done the transition without this subsidy have to deal with the maintenance by
themselves, with the same maintenance subsidy than for a paved schoolyard.
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4.1.2.Actors and Coalitions
Playgrounds
The greening of playgrounds is organised through different actors but the main one is the municipal
department on public space. This department can work directly on the planning, modifications and
implementation of playgrounds as well as on the participatory processes that take place during these
transformations. In certain projects, the department works with some youth organisations who help
to organise meetings with children of different age groups (6 to 12 and 12 to 18). In some others,
Jantje Beton, Utrecht Natuurlijk and IVN Natuureducatie work on stimulating children’s use of the
playgrounds and advise on the greening to make sure it is safe for children. The implementation of
the space is done by the municipality and sometimes some constructors contracted. For the
maintenance, the municipality is responsible, especially for the funding and in certain cases some
citizen-led organisations manage the playgrounds. In the case of private playgrounds, parent
volunteers are in charge and some municipal organisations can provide help, for example in case of
conflict arising between volunteers. Lastly, citizens, schools, parents and children participate in the
transformation of playgrounds and are sometimes at the origin of their transformation.
Schoolyards
For the greening of schoolyards, the school’s directors and working team are the main actors and in
most cases, an architect is contracted to plan and implement the schoolyards. In some instances
schools also implement themselves or work with a parent that has some competencies such as being
a gardener. These schools also work directly with children along with other users of the schoolyards
such as the teachers, students, cleaners, neighbours and parents. Schools also work jointly with the
municipality and especially with the department of spatial planning and the one responsible of the
subsidy scheme “Vergroenen van het schoolplein” in the case they applied to the funding. Some
school work with IVN Natuureducatie and Utrecht Natuurlijk to get advice and guidance on their
transition and the participation processes, especially if they apply to the subsidy scheme or implement
a tiny forest. Some other actors are sometimes also involved such as coaches from the organisation
Jong Leren Eten, who form teachers on vegetable gardens, plant specialist to work on the plant
selection for the schoolyard and play appliances constructors. Some funding organisation can also be
involved, but sometimes parents can help on this aspect if they have the competencies and the will to
help.
4.1.3.Processes and Children inclusion
Playgrounds
Discourses
Several discourses and motivations were raised for the development of green playgrounds focussing
on children’s needs and desires. These can be split into three big categories: 1. motivations for
children participation, 2. children related objectives and 3. other aims. Only the two first categories
relate to the aims used to include children’s needs and desires. Indeed, the motivation for children
participation (1) relates more to gathering children’s own versions of their needs and desires.
Meanwhile, other children related objectives (2) rather focus on adults perceptions of which children’s
needs are to be integrated int the projects.
Firstly, the motivation to engage children in the process (1) was mentioned by 1 out of the 5
respondents. It was brought to light that adults are full of assumptions and can be fixed minded in
terms of risks and possibilities. Involving the creative minds of children and asking them about how
they play can help discover more play opportunities, notably in more natural spaces and plan
accordingly: “With a swing, you can only do this swinging action but if you have a water and sand area,
a whole fantasy world opens up and children think of at least 50 games you can play with.”(R12 –
Jantje Beton). As such children could provide valuable information for the space. Moreover, having
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them engage throughout the process, notably during the maintenance, promotes their sense of
ownership to the space.
Secondly, concerning children related objectives (2), they mainly concerned the objective to promote
a more engaging and healthy play space for children, as well as a place to learn about the environment
(5 out of 5 respondents). Indeed, green playgrounds were seen as promoting more interesting,
diverse, adventurous and creative play, while also reducing fighting and the predominance of certain
games such as football. Interviewees also raised the aspect that they promote movement, overall
health, risk management skills, more cooperation and socialisation between children. Lastly green
playgrounds were seen as a way to teach children and connect to their environment in an increasingly
urbanised context while promoting pro-environmental behaviours.
Thirdly, greening playground was also motivated by two other reasons (3): 2 stakeholders mentioned
it could prepare the city for the changing climate, as green spaces better summer temperatures and
groundwater accessibility. Lastly, planning green playground was seen by 2 respondents as a way to
achieve high quality play accessibility throughout the city, notably in time of the Covid-19 pandemic
which made children highly dependent on their neighbourhood.
Children participation
Once there is the will to green a playground, the involvement of children can be done differently
depending notably on the actors who organise the processes.
The step of project initiation is sometimes started by children and other neighbourhoods as a
respondent from the municipality mentions that they can come to them if they have specific demands:
“sometimes, it starts from the children and the people themselves. They say well we have a playground
here but we miss something because there are children here that would really like to have for instance,
a swing. Can we do that? And then they come to us and we go look for money and see if we can do it.”
(R6 – municipality). Children and citizens are also able to adopt a part of the public space to green it
and manage it. These bottom-up approches best relate to partnership, as they have direct role in
decision making and empowerment as they can be responsible for a space, following the checklist
from Ambrose-Oji et al. (2011). Otherwise, if top-down, the municipality’s first work concerns reaching
the children. If the changes are minor, they contact children indirectly by sending a letter to the
parents. This method resembles an informative participation (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011), as they are
informed to decide to what extend they wish to be included in the planning process. Yet, since children
are not directly contacted, it is likely that their participation is highly dependent on the willingness of
their parents to contribute. Nonetheless, if the changes planned are more important, the municipality
actively seeks the involvement of children.
In the planning of the playground, the municipality can contact and work with the schools nearby the
play areas, or work with some organisations that arrange meetings with young people of different age
groups. During these sessions, children are asked what their wishes are, notably by drawing them, and
the organisation focussing on the 6 – 12 age group, organises activities in the playground with play
material to better understand what the children want and need. The municipality is sometimes also
advised by Jantje Beton or IVN Natuureducatie, the later especially if a tiny forest is being built in a
playground. Both IVN and Jantje Beton organises workshops where children give ideas with drawings
and follow-up discussions. To give them inspiration and to develop the design, IVN provides children
with examples of other play areas (photos or through visits), as well as bring children to the playground
and make them use red and white flags to colour code what areas they like or not, while asking them
how it could be bettered. Jantje Beton likewise organises drawing and “dreaming” sessions, supported
by the “neighbourhoods safaris” where a group of children guide them through the public space and
tell them about their relationship to the space. These different methods to involve children for
preliminary ideas can vary between a consulting or involving participation (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011):
If children are just asked to make one drawing without preliminary idea sessions nor follow-up
discussions, the participation tends to take a consulting approach. On the contrary, the more these
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sessions provide inspirational sources, reflexional tools, and the use of open questions, the more
children are actively involved in providing valuable ideas to the project.
The municipality often then makes the plan and then asks children for their opinion on the design,
which is a more consulting approach of participation (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011). If Jantje Beton
organises the participation for the playground, they arrange co-designing sessions with designers and
children, during which they are in the lead to find ideas. While it is not possible to say that children
take the decisions in this step, they directly participate in the decision making process which then
approaches a partnership participation (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011). This collaborative role of children
can be further developed in the cases where they help bringing parents and the neighbourhood along
in the project. “And they can also help to inform the neighbourhood about the plans for the new
schoolyard with bringing letters/drawings. This also helps to create more ownership and involvement
from them and their parents.” (R9 – IVN Natuureducatie).
In the implementation of the playgrounds, children are often unable to participate to the planting of
trees and the building of play appliances because of safety concerns. Rather, they can be mainly
involved through smaller planting such as flower beds or other activities such as removing tiles from
the ground. “We do a lot of greening projects with people in the city and the only thing they cannot
really participate in is the planting of trees and their maintenance because there is also something with
responsibility and safety. But all the other greens, people can participate in.” (R6 – municipality).
Nonetheless, the municipality involves them through many greening events and activities in the public
space, including playgrounds. However, this is more as a continuous process, rather than during the
renewal of playgrounds. Moreover, during these events children are taken along parents and other
citizens, it was not mentioned that specific event were dedicated to them. Lastly, in the case of a tiny
forest planted by IVN, the children of a nearby school participate in the planting of trees and in various
activities relating to the implementation of the tiny forest. Overall, all these different implementation
activities rely on involving children (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011).
Finally, children can be involved in the maintenance of all these spaces with the neighbourhood. This
participation is not always done by the municipality, but happens, especially in the context of a project
initiated or a space adopted by a group of citizens. In the context of private playgrounds, children can
also help their parents in the maintenance depending on their age and capacity. For the tiny forests
of IVN, children that are engaged throughout the process and who became the tiny forest rangers
have the responsibility to care for the space and as such remove weeds, waste, give water to the trees
and so on. These participation are in between involving, partnership and empowerment
participation: the more they are asked to do a task the more it orients towards involvement, the
more they are able to take care of it freely (such as when adopting a square of public space), the more
it associates with empowerment (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011). Overall, the interviews have shown that
children are very easy to motivate and involve and that their participation highly depends on the
stakeholders and the step of the process.
Challenges
The main challenge raised for the involvement of children (by 4 out of 5 respondents), concern the
difficulty to reach them and ask the right questions to make them think outside of the box. As a matter
of fact, they sometimes only mention unachievable ideas (e.g. slide from a roof or swimming pool)
and are often unfamiliar with the potential of green options: “if they're not used to a more green play
spaces, they won't mention it because what you don't know, you won't mention.” (R12 – Jantje Beton).
A second barrier to children participation mentioned by 3 interviewees, related to the time and money
required: involving children is expensive and lengthen the process, which further increases its cost.
This leads children to only be involved when major changes occur in the playground.
Safety concerns were also limiting to the participation of children (for 3 interviewees), mainly in the
implementation phase of the projects. Indeed, the appliance constructions as well as tree planting are
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seen especially by institutional actors as too dangerous for children to be involved in. They are as such
often limited to smaller planting, which can be further reduced depending on their age group.
These concerns were also a big source of resistance amongst adults stakeholders which was one of
the most important barriers in planning green playgrounds (cited by 4 respondents). For example,
natural grounds where water can slowly sink in, were considered as potentially dangerous with
increased risk of mosquitoes, bacteria and small children drowning. These resistances can also be for
more cultural or mindsets reasons. Certain parents were afraid of the monetary cost of children
getting dirty after playing in a greener playground, such as more washing and buying new clothes. It
was also reported that some people perceived such playground as not ‘real’ playgrounds and would
rather prefer a paved yard with play appliances: “Sometimes it's also perceived that playing in mud or
with water is for poor people and that they want a real playgrounds with equipment like in hotel
playgrounds.” (R12 – Jantje Beton). While this respondent mentioned such mindsets were not linked
to any particular cultural or socio-economic backgrounds, another interviewee had the experience
that specific cultures were less inclined towards green playgrounds: “We have for example an area
with a lot of different cultures living there. Two or three years ago, there was a natural playing area
that was installed and there is hardly any child playing there. Because, it doesn't apply to them, they
don't think about playing there.” (R6 – municipality). Other resistances are plural and range from
neighbour’s fear of vandalism to municipal fear of being responsible of accidents, and of possible
lawsuits.
Another challenge when planning these spaces is knowing how to green for children. Indeed, it can be
complex as the trampling of many children using the yard can lead to the disappearance of the nature
and the grass, and turn the whole area to mud. Greening while allowing inclusivity is also difficult,
since natural grounds are often inaccessible to children in wheelchairs. Lastly other challenges can
arise such as maintenance issues because of lack of funds or neighbours’ willingness to help.
Schoolyards
Discourses
Similarly than in playgrounds, discourses and motivations for the development of green schoolyards
can be split into three big categories: 1. motivations for children participation, 2. children related
objectives and 3. other aims.
For the participation of children (1), three respondents were driven by this motivation, especially to
make children develop a sense of ownership and responsibility for their space. One school director
also mentioned that involving children was part of their overall school life and pedagogy: “About
involving children actively, I think it's not about the schoolyards, it's about whole school life. So that's
a way of teaching we really like, and we always do.” (R10 – School C).
The objectives relating to children’s benefits (2) were consisting of two motivations. Many
stakeholders (8 out of the 9 respondents), saw in greening their schoolyards, the opportunity for
learning opportunities for children. Green schoolyards were said to allow educational activities
outside, especially in summer, and as a way to bring together the school and it’s yard as a coherent
space rather than two separate entities to learn about biology and biodiversity, rainwater, food, as
well as maths and Dutch. An interviewee also mentioned that the knowledge gained by getting an
experience of nature, was much more meaningful and powerful for children than from books only: “I
believe the school has to connect with it surroundings to be able to provide good education. It's all
about the meaning. There is something magical about it.” (R7 - Utrecht Natuurlijk). The second most
mentioned motivation, by 6 out of 9 respondents, was the play impulse that such spaces create. In
addition to promoting more active, mobile, interesting and creative games, it was mentioned that it
stimulates more play in girls as well as creates more diverse activities, rather than only football. The
opportunity to have more sportive practice in the schoolyard was also motivated by the observation
that children’s mobility was worsening with the Covid-19 pandemic. Green schoolyards were seen
overall by respondents as spaces where children could explore, get acquainted with risk and be
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themselves, while allowing safer and more comfortable play, since some children complained of the
lack of shade in summer.
Finally, other motivations (3) were raised to green schoolyards, such as reaching climate adaptation
goals, promoting the relaxing and aesthetic qualities of green schoolyards, as well as the increase of
public space opening green schoolyards would allow.
Children participation
The involvement of children in the process of schoolyard greening is specific to each school and can
be guided or advised by different bodies such as Utrecht Natuurlijk and IVN Natuureducatie.
During the phase of planning, children are often asked to draw their ideal playgrounds as a preliminary
step, such as in the three schools interviewed : “For the children we made big papers where they could
draw and write down what kind of playground they would like.” (R3 – School A). The organisation
Utrecht Natuurlijk also uses such method while presenting children pictures of different schoolyards
as a base for a discussion on what they wish, while IVN Natuureducatie recommended to not give
them any preliminary boxes. The use of drawings to collect children’s views is representative of a
involving participation type, as they are, following the definition of Ambrose-Oji et al. (2011),
encouraged to participate in various planning activities. These drawing can then serve as a source of
ideas for the design (schools A and C), or not (school B). In some instances, notably in events organised
by Utrecht Natuurlijk, children can even be directly involved with different stakeholders, in
negociating the functions of the schoolyard, such as running, climbing or swinging. The school C also
involved their students for the designing, as three zones of the schoolyards were left empty in the
design, so that each age group could decide of what they wanted there. Such involvement can be
defined as partnership, as children have a direct role in decision making (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011).
However, participation in design is not necessarily realised for the tiny forests of IVN Natuureducatie,
as it depends on the willingness of the professional to involve children: “I know in other provinces
some other colleagues let children design the tiny forest but not me because I like designing it with my
own style” (R9 – IVN Natuureducatie). For the tiny forest, IVN relies on making first an engaging lesson
on tiny forests with videos clips and a quizz, with 2 to 3 classes of students of about 8 years old. This
age (grade 5 - 6 in the Dutch educational system) ensures that children are old enough to participate
in the planting, but young enough to witness the forest growing for a few more years before leaving
primary school. Because children get information on the project, this method could be categorised as
‘inform’ (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011). Yet, they cannot decide to what extend they wish to be included
in the process, therefore the categorisation is not entirely fitted. Once the designing step is done, two
other ways of involving children were recorded. Firstly, an additional step was organised in the process
of Utrecht Natuurlijk, to allow children to interpret and get a feeling of the design. This consisted in
making a maquette out of clay and sticks based on the artistic impression of the design, which was
then used as a discussion tool to make final adjustments on the plan. This participation is both
consulting, as children are asked to give their view on the design, and involving, as children are asked
to participate in a planning activity (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011). Secondly, children could also have a
role in crowd-funding, which can be categorised as ‘involving’, such as with the school C, where
children got sponsored and raised money for their schoolyard during a sportive event.
The phase of implementation often involves children through more minor activities. Indeed, the
construction of the schoolyard can be done in one go and without the children (schools A and B). This
can be for reasons relating security, logistic and schedule, as involving children increases the time of
the construction, and poses longer the issue of having very limited and potentially dangerous space
for the breaks of sometimes several hunders of children. Students are therefore asked in the different
projects to participate in planting, such as the planting day organised by IVN and experienced by the
school B for the implementation of their tiny forest. This day consistend in a 2 to 3 hours planting
session, where children became tiny forest rangers as well as each got and named their own tree. The
school A also organised a planting day with children and parents to plant birch trees and the three
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schools engaged their students in smaller planting such as vegetable gardens, flower beds etc.
Children could also be involved in other work such as removing tiles from the ground and using them
in making an outdoor theatre (school C), or by informally and voluntarily helping making willow twigs
fences (school A). The moments at which this participation took place was not consistent, as it could
take place during their breaks (such as theinformal help in school A) or as part of the corriculum and
during class hours: “It's part of the teaching program. So they don't have to do it in their in their
breaks.” (R10 – School C). All these activities relie on an involving participation type, following the
participation checklist by Ambrose-Oji et al. (2011).
The final step at which children can be involved is the maintenance of the yard. This step was not yet
started by the schools interviewed. However, all mentioned ideas similar to what Utrecht Natuurlijk
implements, knowingly asking children to care for and maintain the schoolyard with for example
pruning greens, collecting vegetables, garden work, collect leaves and compost or removing debris.
To work on the garden, children are guided by their teachers who themselves can be formed by
coaches from Jong Leren Eten, following the advices of Utrecht Natuurlijk. IVN Natuureducatie
specifically recommends that children give water to the tiny forest as well as picking out trash and
undesirable weeds. Depending on the school, this participation in maintenance can evolve from
‘involving’ if children only achieve tasks that are told to them, and ‘partnership’ if children take part
in the decisions that apply to the schoolyard (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011).
Through implementation and maintenance, certain activities are also designed to develop further
meaning around the new space and consist in ‘involving’ participation. IVN Natuureducatie organises
half a year after the planting, a lesson about the tiny forests where children catch insects, make
samples and measurements, as well as decide the forest’s name. Classes such as in school C, can also
adopt certain trees of the schoolyard, and take on to teach students about them, so that through their
education, children get to learn about several tree species. Other meaningful activites are planned
such as a creative production with the children to celebrate the opening of the schoolyard (school C)
or a symbolical passage of ownership from one cohort to the other with Utrecht Natuurlijk. These can
use children participation to stimulate their sense of ownership, even in the generations that will not
have witnessed the schoolyard transformation: “For example if you have a vegetable garden and you
harvest your beans, you can make this a real event where the jar of beans is transferred from one year
to the year below to be planted the next year.” (R7 - Utrecht Natuurlijk).
Challenges
Several challenges were raised concerning developing green schoolyards with children.
Five out of nine respondents mentioned that involving children is difficult as it can result in long and
costly projects. It is first more expensive for a project to create workshops dedicated for children.
Second, as involving children lengthen the different steps, it can lead to several issues such as a limited
and dangerous space for children to have breaks during several months, a loss of motivation from the
people involved and cohorts of children never seeing the end result.
The second challenge related to stimulating and using children’s ideas. It was often noted (by 3
respondents) that children had unrealistic or funny ideas such as water slides, swimming pools,
rollercoasters, dragons or monkeys in trees. This could be described as a limit in their involvment and
capacity to provide usefull ideas “You don't often get ideas that you can actually use; they want more
than you can offer, they don't necessarily want what is good for them” – (R8 - Architect). On this
premise, it was also quoted that knowing how to ask them question to get them to think outside the
box was also a strong barrier for their engagement.
Lastly, several technical difficulties relating to children’s involvmeent were raised (by 3 respondents).
With the Covid-19 pandemic schools needed to catch up on a lot of core teaching, which reduced the
amount of time during which they could involve children. The implementation would also put some
security threats to their involvment, especially concerning the use of bigger machines. Lastly it was
experienced in some instances a lack of expertise to really promote children’s participation.
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Other issues were raised on the general planning of green schoolyards, such as the difficulty regarding
the funding of the schoolyard which was cited by 8 out of 9 respondents. Another important constraint
for 7 interviewees was the institutional and social constraints that took place, with for example the
schools or citizens resistant to greening and opening the yard in fear of vandalism. The lack of
cooperation within the different municipal departments was also contributing to these constraints, as
well as the lack of willingness to help within parents and neighbours. Lastly security concerns were
also a big factor of resistance especially in more institutional stakeholders. Uncertainties relating to
maintenance as well as the lack of expertise on how to green also constituted barriers for the projects.
4.1.4.Resources
Playgrounds
Motivations
Several discourses and motivations were raised for planning and greening playgrounds in Utrecht.
The specific motivations concerning children were split in two categories. First, the objective to
promote a more engaging play space for children was mentioned by all 5 respondents who worked on
playground greening in Utrecht. Green playgrounds were seen as promoting more interesting, diverse,
adventurous and creative play, as it also reduced fighting and the predominance of certain games such
as football. Interviewees also raised the aspect that it promotes movement, mental and physical
health, risk management skills, as well as more cooperation and socialisation between children. A last
motivation focussed on children’s benefits also highlights the increased disconnection to nature in
cities and as such, associate green playgrounds with a way to teach children and connect to their
environment while promoting pro-environmental behaviours.
To green for children in playgrounds, many of the knowledge used by the municipality comes from
the guidelines of official documents such as the “Visie Speelruimte Utrecht_ Spelen in je eigen buurt”
(D1). They also worked and as such benefit from the knowledge of Jantje Beton developed its own
approach to planning for and with children. This organisation as such advises the municipality directly
or the designers contracted to make the playground: “we can help them with the participatory part
because not all designers are used doing participation especially with children.”(R12 – Jantje Beton).
The advices can range from how to trim a tree to allow children to climb and play in the space to how
to ask questions to translate the visions of children. These processes also involve the ideas of adults
users of the space such as parents and neighbours either thought Jantje Beton or thought the
department of public space of the municipality. Jantje Beton also organises field-trip to other
playgrounds for both children and adults, which increases the knowledge on how to plan playgrounds.
Children are also asked by the organisation to think more socially about the space, such as the ways it
could also benefit younger siblings or parents, and is also used by Jantje Beton as a source of
information for the design. Also, while it was mentioned that children can sometimes have impossible
ideas, it was advised that by asking open question, it was possible to make them have valuable ideas:
“So a lot of times it starts off with wanting a slide from the top of the flats to the ground or a swimming
pool. And then we say that would be really great but in terms of safety and budget it’s not possible. So
yeah, we have a bit of a giggle and then slowly we peel it off into getting through the more serious
stuff.”(R12 – Jantje Beton). Lastly, certain sources of inspirations and ideas on how to make a
playground can be very context-specific such as the private playground interviewed (R11) who
extricated many ideas of playful spaces from the Dutch book “Picking the Petteflet” from Annie M.G.
Schmidt. Consequently, five categories of knowledge sources can be differenciated: from official
muncipal documents, from guidelines and experiences of Jantje Beton, inspiration from other
playgrounds, from the adult users and lastly from the children.
Schoolyards
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The knowledge used to guide the schoolyard greening can come from several sources. Overall, the
organisation Utrecht Natuurlijk and IVN Natuureducatie provide guidelines and advices that are based
on their experience and expertise as well as from research: “Mostly I use some documents from earlier
projects where we experienced what works and what does less.” (R9 – IVN Natuureducatie). Evidences
from research, and especially bodies of litterature focussed on harmonious play, are also used as
general principles by schools to design their schoolyards, such as for the school A: “That's also what
we found from research. Everything we read said there's less fighting” (R3 – School A). The knowledge
used to plan for children can also be based on examples from other schoolyards. IVN often provides
examples before the design phase. Schools themselves can take on to visit and contact other schools
who did the transformation, such as the school A which visited 4 schoolyards before making their own
plan. Schools often rely as well on their designer for knowing what is best to include in their
schoolyard. The director of the school B (R5) mentioned the ideas were mostly brought by their
architect and that little discussion was done with the children. The school A for example, also decided
to remove swings from their schoolyards following the advice from their designer, who suggested that
it only lead to passive play. Lastly, the school C brain-stormed all their ideas with the designers they
contracted. Some of these designers can be specialists at planning for and with children, yet, there is
sometimes a lack of expertise from the professional contracted by the school : “But sometimes if
there's a a parent who is a gardener, then the school can think ‘that's easy and not very expensive’.
But maybe the person is not really qualified or doesn’t know specifically on the uses of a green
schoolyard” (R9 – IVN Natuureducatie). Moreover, knowledge and decisions on how the schoolyard
should be and what it should include, can be issued from the project working team within the schools
themselves. In addition to the school director or the person responsible of the schoolyard, teachers,
parents, cleaners and other adults users give their views on how to make the yard. Sometimes this
can be done either without the collaboration of children such as with the school B: “We spoke about
this in the team, but we didn't speak about it with the children” (R5 – Scool B) or with the inclusion of
children’s ideas such as with the school C: “the main plan is based on teachers and neighbours’ ideas.
The specific details is a based on the ideas of the children” (R10 – School C). From his experience, the
Utrecht Natuurlijk’s respondent (R7) mentioned that the negotiation between ideas of parents,
teachers and children is always different and depends on the context. The unachiavable ideas that
children could have were sometimes described as a limit in their involvment and capacity to provide
usefull ideas. However a professional from Utrecht Natuurlijk argued that involving them is not here
to get bright and genius ideas, as children are not professional planners. Rather, it promotes their
sense of ownership. To conclude, six categories of knowledge sources could be differenciated: from
research, from guidelines and experiences of specialised organisations, from other schoolyards or
playgrounds, from architects and designers, from the adult users and lastly from the children
themselves.

4.2. Barcelona
4.2.1.Institutional Framework
Common Policies
Barcelona has issues over the last decade several frameworks to promote green planning throughout
the city and sometimes specifically towards schoolyards and playgrounds. The “Barcelona Green and
Biodiversity Plan 2012-2020” aims on developing green spaces for health and enjoyments, while the
“Climate Plan 2018-2030” sets the municipal goal to increase urban green spaces by 1.6 km2. These
objectives and notably the development of environmental and social benefits to urban nature, are
also outlines in the first goal of the “Citizen Commitment to Sustainability 2012-2022”. In parrallel,
following a “play strategy” issued in 2018, the Barcelona Institute for Children and Adolescents
(L’Institut Infància I Adolescència de Barcelona - IIAB) and the city council of Barcelona developed a
Play Vision for public spaces named “Plan for Play in public spaces, 2030 horizon in Barcelona” (D3 in
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Annexe III) that outlines seven quality criterias and a method to create a playable city for children.
This vision specifically relates to green planning on its 4th quality criteria: “Contact with nature,
greenery and play with natural elements such as sand and water”. The play plan focusses on public
areas as well as school yards and surroundings in three layers: (1) play areas and schoolyards, (2)
playful spaces and school surroundings, and (3) the playable city. Schoolyards and Playgrounds
therefore belong to the first layer of play tackled by the vision and are defined as “ideal places for
children to play outdoors, which are not shared with other uses and are specifically designated and
designed for playing and doing physical activity, with some kind of specially designed equipment that
requires certification”. Overall, the Play Plan provides several guidelines on how to include greenery
for children’s play, such as vegetation that kids can interact with, pass under, hide in, climb on or
touch. It should also be noted that trees are not considered as adding playability, and that municipal
regulations in Barcelona explicitely ban climbing trees. More generally, the safety regulations in vigor
in Barcelona follow the European safety norms (UNE-EN 1176 and UNE-EN 1177), especially for play
equipements installed on the play areas. Nonetheless, Barcelona is also creating new sets of rules for
play areas over the ones based on European and Spanish standards to change the implementation of
play in the landscape.
Concerning children, the Catalan Law 14/2010 on the rights and opportunities of children and
adolescence provides in several articles the the participation of children as a right. Moreover, several
frameworks in Barcelona outline the goal to involve citizens and specifically children in city activity,
such as the Goal 6 of the “Citizen Commitment to Sustainability 2012-2022”, the strategic Line 9 of the
“Barcelona Green and Biodiversity Plan 2012-2020”, as well as the “Child and Citizen Focus 20172020”, whose 3rd Focus looks at children’s participation in social and community life. More concretely,
the Barcelona Institute for Children and Adolescents (IIAB) promotes co-creation processes with
children throughout all projects, thanks to 3 guides they developed for play spaces, school
environments and schoolyards (D5 and D6). These notably focus on 5 conditions to achive a “genuine
and sincere participation of children” (D5 – Schoolyard co-creation guide), knowingly a clear and
achievable goal, voluntary participation, active listening of adults, safe participation space and
children-adapted participation tools. Concerning Children involvement, the Play Plan follows the 4
government obligations developed by the United Nations with notably the one asking to “offer
children and adolescents opportunities to participate and be heard”. The Play Plan itself was developed
with participation processes that involved children and followed the “Citizen Participation Regulation
2017”’s guidelines.
Playgrounds
Policies
To achieve a playable city, the “Plan for Play in public spaces, 2030 horizon in Barcelona” (D3) aims on
working both on playgrounds and the rest of public space (such as streets), in an ecosystem approach:
Several areas are identified (80 in total, smaller than neighbourhoods), within which all public play
spaces need to allow for different play functions. This ensures play diversity within a specific area
while allowing an play equity throughout the city. Currently, the priority of the city is to promote
accessibility of play areas and focusses the work on playgrounds at proximity of special needs schools.
To develop the public play spaces with children, the Barcelona Institute for Children and Adolescents
(IIAB) developped in 2020 with the Institut of Regional and Metropolitan Studies of Barcelona (iermB)
a guide of co-creation for playgrounds: “Tool for creating play spaces with children and teenagers”
(“Guia - Eina de cocreació d’espais lúdics amb infants i adolescents” – D6 in Annexe III). This guide sets
the guideliens on how play spaces are designed with children.
Planning
With the presence of several frameworks and of an overall play vision, most of the projects on
playgrounds are top-down and are done in cooperation with several departments of the municipality.
Overall two general pathways are possible. The departement in charge makes a revision about the
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playground in place and what playful activities are desired. Once this preliminary step is done, a
participation process is organise to confront the analysis and to ask the citizens what kind of activities
they want and how they wish the space to transform. This step can lead to some changes in the plan
which is again reported to the children. The second pathway is more bottom-up as citizens can make
use of a participative budget if they decide they want to change something in a playground. The
municipality then collaborates with them and there need to be a report at every step.
Ownership
The playgrounds in Barcelona are public and therefore are accessible by all citizens. The municipality
is in charge for the maintenance of the spaces and performs two ocular inspections per week in each
playground and is responsible of what is being implemented there.
Schoolyards
Policies
The Play plan considers school playgrounds and school surroundings as part of the play space in
Barcelona and therefore advices in the way it should create healthy play. Moreover, different projects
are currently in place in Barcelona to green and adapt schoolyards. One a pilot project was launched
in 2019 for 3 years, called Climate Shelters (“Refugis Climàtics” – D4 in Annexe III), funded by the
European Commission programme Urban Innovation Action (UIA) with a subsidy of €4 million (Climate
shelters in schools, 2022) to adapt to climate change through school-based initiatives (10 pilot
schools). The goal of the climate shelters is to address the heat island urban effect and alleviate the
health implications that it is imposing on citizens, especially the most vulnerables. This project is linked
to several European, National, Regional and Municipal plans and frameworks such as the “Barcelona
Climate Plan” or the annual “Action Plan for Preventing the Effects of Heat Waves on Human Health”.
For this project, the working teams prepared a guide on different green, blue and grey solutions to
implement on the schoolyards. For this project, the Barcelona Institute for Children and Adolescents
(IIAB) developped and published 6 criteria on how to naturalize the landscape of schoolyards, such as
creating different learning and recreational opportunities, guarantying contact with nature or
promoting a balanced distribution of spaces, along with a co-creation guide: “Co-creation with children
and the educational community for the improvement of the school yard” (“Cocreació amb els infants i
la comunitat educativa per la millora del pati de l’escola” – D5) to help school develop projects jointly
with children.
Another large program from the municipality is the Transform the Courtyard (“Transformem Els
Patis”), started in 2021 which provides a budget of €200 000 per school to transform their schoolyards
and that aims on upscaling the Climate Shleter initiative. This project as such also uses the same
principles and participatory methods than the previous project mentioned.
Lastly, another program, called Sustainable Schools: “Escola + Sostenible” (), is a network that has
been developping for over 20 years and is based on communicating actions that schools undertake,
from greening measures to waste management, as well as providing provided training and advice for
courtyard transformations.
Planning
All different projects are based on a partnership between the consortium, a body composed of the
municipality government and autonomous government of Catalonia which is responsible for the
schools and the municipality of Barcelona. Cross-departmental work withing the municipality is done
to notably develop the strategy for the Transform the Courtyard project (also applied in the Climate
Shelters project). Such strategy is then approved by the city and by the consortium which funds most
projects (Climate shelter project mainly funded by the EU). The municipal departements then advise
the consortium on what to do and the execution of the project is done by the schools, in the maner
they want with the amount of citizen and student participation they desire. Another possibility is that
these municipal departement, especially the one on Parcs and gardens (“Parcs i Jardins de Barcelona,
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Institut Municipal”) can draft-up specific projects with a central design body of the city with active
consultation of the schools and neighbourhoods such as in the Climate Shelters. In this specific
programme, a collaborative process between authorities, organisations and schools involving children
was undertaken to decide on the specific initiatives in each school, following seven steps from the
initiation until the upscaling of the project. The steps relating to planning involved first recording the
state of the local environment of each school, running workshops with teachers and students to codesign the solutions and finaly finalyse the solutions with experts from Barcelona.
Ownership
In terms of ownership, schools are not part of the public space and are their own entities with their
own authority. Nonetheless, they have to respond by the consortium, especially in order to get
funding for projects. Patis Naturals, an organisation that assists schools when undertaking a greening
project, advises them to agree with all parties involves, such as the school director, teaching staff,
children and their parents, administration services, neighbours associations and so on, about the body
responsible for approving the project. Especially in the Climate Shelters and Transform the Courtyard
projects, the courtyard should be open outside school hours, during week ends and holidays (which
represnets about 35% of schools in Barcelona). This relates back to the Plan Plan which specifically
defines schoolyards as an “outdoor space at nursery, infant, primary and secondary schools where
children play in school time and at midday, and which can be opened up to the neighbourhood at other
times.” (D3 – Plan for Play in public spaces).

4.2.2.Actors and Coalitions
Playgrounds
For the elaboration of public play spaces, three main type of actors are involved. Firstly, a team
responsible for co-creation acts as project leader of the co-creation processes, creating a bridge
between technical actors and children and organising the participatory events. This team can be
composed, just as in the two parks co-transformed in 2020 (D9 – Report Cocreation playgrounds), by
the districts, the Barcelona Institute for Children and Adolescents (IIAB) and some cooperatives or
other institutes, for example specialised in children with disabilities. Secondly, the urban project
technical team, are in charge of elaborating and executing the design. This team is often the result of
a municipal cross-departmental collaboration, and can notably include the urban model sphere with
notably the Municipal Institute of Parks and Gardens or Prospectiva Urbana, and the social rights
sphere (e.g. the Municipal Institute for Persons with Disabilities). Some entities or contractors are also
sometimes hired as consultants or executant of the projects (especially in the implementation), while
following the plan or protocol issued by the municipal bodies. Finally, children are also an important
actors of the process, such as in the two parks (D9 – Report Cocreation playgrounds), where over 150
children from several schools and one schoolyard were involved with the professionals who
accompany them.
Schoolyards
In the Climate Shelters and by extension in the Transform the Courtyard project, four large bodies of
actors come into play: Firstly within the schools, a motor group, generally composed of two
representants of each agent involved (teachers, children, families…), actively participates in the
project development, notably creating a bridge between the school’s desires and insitutional actors.
Secondly, some municipal representatives such as from the Barcelona Education Consortium and from
Barcelona Childhood and Adolescence Institute (IIAB) advise and validate the changes. Once the
project is approved, the school can be provided some additional assistance with advising institutions
such as the Rosa Sensat Teachers Association which helps form the teachers in using the courtyard
with children or other experts who can confront the design. Lastly, a team of supporting professionals
assist the transformation of the schools such as architects or a team which analyses the conditions of
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the schoolyard. The development of the plan implies going back and forth between all the different
entities, with the school motor group conducting participation processes and co-creating the design
with the municipal technical teams.
Finally, certain smaller projects from the Sustainable Schools initiative (“Escola + Sostenible”), were
only initiated by teachers or school directors and involved children, teachers and sometimes parents.

4.2.3.Processes and Children inclusion
Playgrounds
Discourses
Similarly than in Utrecht, discourses and motivations for the development of green playgrounds in
Barcelona can be split into three big categories: 1. motivations for children participation, 2. children
related objectives and 3. other aims. Only the two first categories relate to the aims used to include
children’s needs and desires. Indeed, the motivation for children participation (1) relates more to
gathering children’s own versions of their needs and desires. Meanwhile, other children related
objectives (2) rather focus on adults perceptions of which children’s needs are to be integrated int the
projects.
Concerning the will to involve children (1), 2 interviewees as well as in the co-creation guide for ludic
areas (D6), mentioned it as a way to achieve the municipal participatory goals and ensure their right
to voice their needs to make the city more suitable for them. It was also mentioned that it allowed to
receive valuable information to design the space as well as promote children’s sense of ownership
and co-responsibility of the space and the project.
Other children related objectives (2) focussed on promoting equality of play opportunities, notably
by making play spaces accessible and inclusive for everyone, as there is currently a lack of spaces
dedicated for children (mentioned by 4 out of 6 respondents). This follows the Play Plan’s current line
of work around inclusivity and 5 goals were raised: equality of play opportunities throughout all
neighbourhoods, diversity of play functions, focus on children with different disabilities, stimulate
intergenerational play and promote coexistence between safety and risk. Another strong motivation
to plan playgrounds and green them was to promote health and quality of life. This was one line of
the Play Plan as well as mentioned by 2 respondents who underlined the benefits nature for physical
and mental health by notably reducing air and noise pollution. Moreover, one interviewee underlined
the uneven distribution of greenery and the crucial need of more greenery following the Covid-19
pandemic: “It was noticeable when Barcelona came out of lockdown and that people literally invaded
the parks and we couldn't get out of the city limits. So suddenly we realized how actually small
Barcelona is and how little healthy green spaces there are.” (R16 – municipality). Lastly, educative
reasons were noted by 2 respondents as the goal of Barcelona is to be an educating city, while many
children do not know the local plants and insects anymore.
In addition to the motivations around children, planning green playgrounds (3) was also seen by 4
respondents as a way to achieve biodiversity and climate adaptation objectives, such as limiting the
urban heat island effect.
Children participation
The processes that lead to the development of playgrounds in Barcelona only include children during
the planning and design processes. Indeed it was mentioned that they cannot participate in more
technical parts such as the maintenance and the implementation because of the safety and technical
requirements. These steps are instead dealt by constructors and municipal departements such as the
Municipal Institute of Parks and Gardens. Nonetheless, there is an institutional will to develop
participation phases for these steps: “But it will be necessary to continue exploring methodologies and
systems so that the participation of children and adolescents is also involved in decision-making and
in their implementation.” (D6 – Co-creation guide for public areas).
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In the planning, playgrounds are co-designed with entities that work with children that are close to
the play area, such as a school or a youth association, with the guide for co-creation in play spaces
developped by the Barcelona Childhood and Adolescence Institute (IIAB). In this guide, the planning
involves children through 4 steps, which were tried out during the transformation of two play areas:
“Results of the co-creation process with children from two parks in Barcelona” (D9). Firstly, children
need to reflect on their preferences in terms of play thanks to a ludic card game presenting a wide
range of leisure activities as well as photos from parks and playgrounds from all over the world.
Secondly, a session on observating and analysing the playground is conducted, where children are
invited to colour-code elements and areas ranging to satisfying (green), valuable but with
modifications required (yellow) and unsatisfactory, necessiting major improvement (red). When a
playground is specifically designed for children with disabilities, the participatory processes also
involve both children with and without disabilities, who are asked about what they like and want in a
playground, as well as are observed by some professionals to see how they both use the space. Thirdly,
children present their propositions by making murals with a collage of images, drawings and ideas, as
such, about 15 murals were conceived for the playgrounds A and B (D9). These different methods of
participation relate to involving (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011), as children participate in planning activities
and in bringing ideas but only have an indirect role when it comes to decision making for the design.
Laslty, a report is made to the children to explain to them the final plan and how their ideas were
included in it, in some instances, children are also asked if the playground is like they had imagined.
This step therefore can be categorised from informing to consulting (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011), as
children are not always asked to give feedback to modify the design.
In the two parks co-created with children (D9), the inauguration of the playgrounds were also a way
to involve them longer in the process and give some sort of closure, which can be categorised as
involving (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011).
Lastly, it is important to note that the creation of the Play Plan itself, which guides the design,
implementation and maintenance of the playgrounds, involved children in a consulting way
(Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011). Indeed, about 40 primary school students gave feedback on the plan during
a working session and another 200 older children added some written reflexions on it.
Challenges
The involvement of children’s ideas is the first challenge to their participation in the planning of
playground in Barcelona (4 out of 5 respondents). It was mentioned that, adding to the lack of
institutional experience in involving children, the way architectural design tends to exclude people
and consequently children from its process. Moreover, one interviewee noted that when involved,
children sometimes provide ideas that are not doable: “I remember 15 years ago they made a
participation processes with kids in order to design a new playground and the kids asked for a giant
Pikachu. So you need to always have rules to do this kind of participation.” (R13 – municipality). Laslty,
targetting and involving specifically children that use the playground is more difficult than for a
schoolyard, where only the school students are targetted. This is especially true if the project takes
longer because of participation processes, which may lead to the children to not be the same
throughout the span of the transformation, making a continuity in their involvment difficult. A second
challenge relates to planning green spaces for both children with and without disabilities, (2
respondents). Indeed, designers need to plan play areas adapted to disabilities while allocating the
different needs these various dissabilites may require and while creating challenging play spaces for
the other children. This puts a further issue on the greening as certain natural elements such as grass
and wood chips can limit accessibility (for example of children in wheelchairs). A third issue relates to
the intensity of the urbanisation in Barcelona (3 respondents). Indeed playgrounds, which are about
150 square meters often host the same amount of children as a schoolyard of several thoursand
square meters. The intense trampling and use of the yard from children often leads to a disapearing
nature, which can be further challenged by some cultural issues: “I think also we don't have the culture
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of having green in our playgrounds. […] It’s not because of the children but because of the parents,
they have to teach children how to be respectful with green.” (R13 – municipality). Laslty, other cultural
and institutional barriers can limit the creation of such spaces. It was mentioned that the
naturalization of the city implies an image less clean than playgrounds with cement for some people.
Moreover, the responsibility in case of accident of the municipality and the difficulty to control what
happens in the public space, further restrict the elements that can be put in the playgrounds. For
example, some sticks and stones cannot be left for children to play with as it puts safety issues,
especially in such small spaces.
Several other challenges can arise when planning the playgrounds, such as technical difficulties with
lack of expertise and of resources for the maintenance of the playground. Lastly, the budget can also
be a strong limitation to make all transformation possible.
Schoolyards
Discourses
Just as for playgrounds, the discourses and motivations for the development of green schoolyards can
be split as: 1. motivations for children participation, 2. children related objectives and 3. other aims.
Green projects in Barcelona’s schoolyards were motivated by the involvement of children (1) it
enables. The co-creation guide developped for the ‘Climate Shelters’ and ‘Transform the Courtyard’
projects underlines 3 big reasons for involving the children: Firslty, legal and regulatory frameworks
oblige to guarantee spaces for children participation. Secondly, it provides essential information for
the public administration: “it is important to understand that children have a knowledge and expertise
that we adults do not have, and that they start from their own point of view that is essential for the
design” (D5 – Co-creation guide). The ‘Climate Shelters’ journals notably add that participatory events
are created to gather ideas and suggestions to adapt the school (D4 – Climate Shelter Project Journal).
Lastly, involving them promotes their well-being as it makes them feel listened, taken into account, as
well as stimulates their sense of belonging, co-responsibility and pride as highlighted by on teacher
from a school that undertook the ‘Climate Shelters’ project. This desire of making children
protagonists of the school projects also finds resonance in the School D of the ‘Sustainable Schools’
network: “We believe this has an impact on their autonomy, responsibility and awareness of the
importance of sustainability on our planet. At the same time, we consider that it promotes
multidirectional relationships that promote joint reflection and personal and collective progress.” (D8
– Experiences Escola + Sostenible).
Moreover, several children related motivations (2) were raised for planning and greening schoolyards
in Barcelona. One first motivation concerned the learning opportunities green schoolyards enable for
children. Indeed, one respondent mentioned greening was important for the educational process,
especially in a context where children do not know about the environment, further motivated by a
change of mentality within the citizens: “A lot of parties, nowadays want children to get in touch with
nature because people realize that children don't know the plants, the insects etc.” (R16 - municipality).
Moreover, some school experiences from the network ‘Sustainable Schools’ (“Escola + Sostenible”)
outlined the desire to convert their school garden as a learning space and outdoor resource to teach
mathematics, language and environmental values. This type of learning was also sometimes
associated with the school pedagogy, such as in school D where children learn from direct observation
and ideas association, and whose two central school pillars were direct contact with nature and social
life. A second motivation to developping green schoolyards for children relates to environmental and
social justice issues. One respondent underlines that the uneven distribution of green affects
differently the children from various neighbourhoods and that jointly there was the desire to green
all schools and not just the ones in the wealthies neighbourhoods. Greening schoolyards can therefore
alleviate this issue as well as promote gender equality in play by allowing more opportunities rather
than just football which predominantly involves boys. Lastly, the Covid-19 pandemic further motivated
the green transformation of schoolyards for children as spending classes outdoors lowers the risk of
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transmitting the virus and as the pandemic made people realise the need to have green spaces in the
city, considering their benefits on health and quality of life.
Other motivations (3) that did not concern directly the children were also underlined. These
concerned mainly the opening of the schoolyard as a way to alleviate the pressure off of playgrounds
in term of playing intensity and as a way to give ,cool spaces at proximity for vulnerable people in
summer. This was directly linked to climate adaptation ambitions and the role green schoolyards can
have in adressing the heat island effect by creating micro-climates.

Children participation
The participation of children in Barcelona’s schoolyards, heavily relies on the co-creation guide
previously mentioned, developped by the Barcelona Institute for Children and Adolescents (IIAB) for
the Climate Shelter and Transform the Courtyard projects.
For the planning of the projects, children are involved in two ways: Firslty, 2 to 3 children are part of
the motor working group of the school, which is involved directly in the co-creation of the design with
architect and municipal representants. Most of these groups for the Climate Shelter projects had
about 7 people with 2 children in them. These children are also able to participate in the analysis of
the playground and notably by providing insights on how the schoolyard is used. To be allow these
selected children to represent accurately their fellow pupils, their whole class are also involved to
share views and discuss. This method of involving children relates to the Ambrose-Oji et al. (2011)
partnership participation type, as children trully collaborate with other actors and have a direct role
in decision-making. Yet, it is important to note that withing this motor group, the children are not
involved at every steps, such as some meetings with the architects. This is due that their presence is
not considered essential (by the guide), nonetheless, the working team can still decide to involve
them. The second way in which children can be involved, focusses on larger groups in several steps of
the planning, notably during the diagnostic of the school and the elaboration of the proposals. The
guide provides one work material for schools to allow their students to explore and share views on
the schoolyard: “From the direct and sensory experience, the students reflect on what their current
playground is like and what changes should be made so that it responds to both their needs and their
desires.” (D5 – Co-creation guide). This activity guides children to think about their current schoolyard
and the one they want for the future, with an exploration worksheets and map of the yard as well as
a series of question they have to answer before discussing their observations with other children. They
also participate in the evaluation of the preliminary project, which is explained to them by the
students from motor group. This can lead to modifications of the design, as it is mentioned that “If a
point has been omitted, it is stated in writing to be communicated to the team of architects.”(D5 – Cocreation guide). Overall these way of making children participate allign with involvement as they are
asked to participate in various planning activities (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011).
For the implementation, the co-creation guide of Transform the Courtyard, advises the modifications
and construction works to take place during summer holidays, just like the implementation the
Climate Shelter pilot project during the summer of 2020. As such, children are not able to participate
during the implementation phase. Nonetheless, other instances show they can be involved in the
development of the schoolyard that follows this implementation or by participating in smaller
modifications initiated by the schools themselves. Several examples of these are available in the
Sustainable Schools network such as in the School H and E, where children participate in recycling
planters and planting aromatic plants or the school D which stimulates students to prepare feeders
and next boxes for birds, as well as making sowing and planting vegetables of each season. This way
of involving children, already strongly linked with the step of maintenance is very bottom-up and is
associated with involving participation (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011).
Similarly, maintenance does not involve children in the the co-creation guide of Transform the
Courtyard. Nonetheless, schools from the Sustainable Schools network involve children in various
activities of yard maintenance. The schools E and G for example involve their students in repoting and
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growing crops following a callendar, which follows an involving participation (Ambrose-Oji et al.,
2011). The school D specifically involve all their classes in different tasks that follow the different steps
of plants life cycle as part of their corriculum: “In early childhood education they work on the
germination of the seeds, observe the plants and follow their growth. Fifth graders are in charge of the
work of preparing the garden: plant study, distribution design and planting. Third parties ensure the
protection against intemperate; Fourth manages composting and sixth is in charge of defending the
dangers, seeking ecological remedies against possible pests.” (D8 – Experiences Escola + Sostenible).
Some children can also become “Ecoguardians”, have a responsibility to care for the animals of the
schools and have to meet everyweek to discuss about projects. This school specifically develops a
participation style that oscillates between partnership and empowerment as children can take
decisions on how to maintain the area and are left with certain degrees of freedom to be able to care
for it independently (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011).
Other Activities are also sometimes developed by schools to stimulate the connection of children to
their schoolyard and which relate to involving participation (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011), such as School
F which aimed at making their students discovering the environment in new seasons and
communicate to them nature values (D8 – Experiences Escola + Sostenible).
Challenges
Greening schoolyards in Barcelona is often associated with several challenges. Concerning the
involvement of children, it was mentioned by one interviewee and the report of the Climate Shelter
project, that it is difficult to include their ideas and integrate students with special needs in projects,
especially with Covid-19 that lead to the cancellation of several participatory events in the Climate
Shelter projects. It was also mentioned that it increases the length of the project and that sometimes
children can be against and complain about certain measures, notably the removal of football fields
in their yard. The co-creation guide for schoolyards, also mentions that sometimes children do not
want to participate or can sometimes say what adults want to hear. The guide mentions two reasons
for this pitfall: “either because they want to be kind or because they think proposal proposed to them
does not meet the requirements to say what they really think” (D5 – Schoolyard Co-creation guide).
The likeliness that the schoolyard gets greened also highly depends on the school’s willingness, which
can also constitute a limit (2 respondents and D4 – Climate Shelter project Journal). Indeed, some
schools do not consider greening a priority and are not interested. This lack of concern also expands
in some instances to parents as one school from Climate Shelter project (school J), faced
communication difficulties to convey the importance of climate change to families who were more
concerned about problems influencing their daily lives, jobs and households. These worries can also
expand towards safety and vandalism concern, which is especially true in the case when schoolyards
are open and become public (2 respondents and D7 – Patis Naturals guide).
Other concern are more applicable on the issues of green itself, such as maintenance challenges with
limited resources, volunteers and hot summers (2 respondents and D7), limited funding and restricting
regulations (1 interviewee).

4.2.4.Resources
Playgrounds
The planning of playground in Barcelona is currently done by a strong co-creation approach which
inevitably includes the views of children as knowledge to produce the design of the area. This is indeed
the case, since one of the step consists on integrating children’s considerations in the design, as
presented in the co-creation guide for ludic spaces (D6). Moreover, the third condition to achieve
good children participation in this guide, highlights the necessity for adults to take into account
seriously the knowledge children produce: “Adults determined to listen to what children want to say
to them and willing to take on the consequences, even if they don't like what they are told.” (D6 – Cocreation guide for public areas). Children can also contribute to the elaboration of guidelines, notably
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with the inspiration from other playgrounds done elsewhere. For example, the co-creation guide for
ludic space, was developed based on the pilot work done in two parcs and where studies were
conducted on children’s preferences when showed different yards and activities. This work, where
over 170 children were involved, led to an co-created knowledge on preferred games and elements
valued as positive in playgrounds. Nonetheless, a wide range of experts are also directly involved in
constructing these guidelines and frameworks on what a good playground should have. Overall the
municipality often relies on piloting out methodologies in order to develop these guides. Adding to
these, organisations and institutions are often big contributors of knowledge, especially in the context
of special needs children, and act as a bridge between the municipal technician team and the children.
As such, knowledge for developing green playground for children derived from 5 sources: from direct
and indirect participation of children, from other playgrounds, from expert, from institutions
specialised on children and from piloted-out methodologies.
Schoolyards
Similarly than playgrounds, schoolyards are designed relying heavily on guidelines and strategies of
co-creation, notably developed by the Barcelona Institute for Children and Adolescents (IIAB) and
other experts, such as their 6 criteria for a good schoolyard. The co-creation guide for schoolyards
(D5) also promotes including children in the dialogue in a “horizontal” level and considers their
contribution as worthy as from other actors, as they posses a different knowledge than adults and are
the primary users of the space. Their contributions are However, the integration of children’s ideas
can differ from one project to the other as in the Climate Shelter project, where the time pressure,
the Covid-19 pandemic, as well as the strict technical requirements, led the design to be mainly based
on the grey, green and blue solutions rather than on children’s desires. Nonetheless, despite the small
weight their knowledge had, they were still listened to, which could serve other purposes, as one
teacher mentioned: “It was important that the project listened to the suggestions of the students,
despite the fact that it was not possible to implement all suggested solutions, especially the blue ones.
In this way, students felt part of the project and got pride for their school.” (D4 – Climate Shelter project
Journal). Lastly schoolyard projects also include the knowledge obtained from other actors. This
notably takes place during “patio observation” activities, where teachers and the lunch-time team are
asked to observe the playground as well as report its uses, relationships and charactericts during
children’s leisure time. As such, 4 sources of knowledge are used in the developing green schoolyards
for children: from experts, from guidelines, from children and from the educational team.
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5. COMPARISON
5.1. Within cities
5.1.1.Utrecht Playgrounds and Schoolyards
Institutional framework
In Utrecht, both playground and schoolyards are regulated and guided by the same general guidelines,
visions and regulations. This institutional framework, apart from the stricter safety rules, allows in
both cases a lot of planning freedom. Moreover, several subsidies are available, especially in the case
of schoolyards. These subisidies often require certain steps towards a specific goal (e.g. climate change
adaptation, inclusivity, children participation) to be attained and provide money to the projects. For
example, some schools decided to make their schoolyard accessible for wheelchairs to obtain more
funds for their project. Thus, the presence and use of subsidies seems to create diversity between
projects throughout the city as they are oriented by the subsidies chosen rather by an homogenous
regulation and policy. However, this also reduces the probability that all projects undertake steps for
children inclusion or objectives such as inclusivity, as they are not obliged to comply to these aims. As
such, this lack of precise regulations and the diversity of projects can greatly limit the ability of the
municipality to achieve specific goals on the city-scale.
Due to the ownership context, where schools are responsible for their yard, the processes in
schoolyards is more bottom-up than in public playgrounds. Nonetheless, this situation gets more
complicated in the case where schoolyards become public. The legal responsibility of the municipality,
can constraint the process with more safety requirements, as well as more conflict or back and forth
discussions between the school and the municipal body to get each step approved. In such cases, the
planning is a mix of top-down and bottom-up processes, with notably the initiation remaining on the
side of the school. Moreover, this context is likely to change over time in Utrecht as a municipal
respondant mentioned that all new schools will be built with already public yards to avoid the issue
of ownership change. It is not clear however if this permanent change of ownership for future
schoolyards will simplify the process, lead to less challenges or restrict further what is possible to
implement on the yards. Laslty, the access rights can also be more complex in the case of schoolyards
becoming public, with schools installing fences. This desire to fence was in fear of vandalism but there
is no evidence through this research if this will was spread homogenously thoughout the city or not.
Consequently, it is not clear if the fencing would lead to an uneven access of public schoolyards within
the urban fabric and consequently limit the benefits for environmental justice. Overall, this makes the
context in playgrounds much more straightforward than in schoolyards, as the municipality is
responsible for them, even in the case where citizens adopt part of the space.
Actors and coalitions
The actors responsible to develop the projects differ between playgrounds and schoolyards in Utrecht.
Indeed, while the municipality is the main organising body in developing playgrounds, it is only a
collaborator in schoolyards projects, as they are transformed under the lead of schools themselves.
Nonetheless, while the managing actor changes in the two contexts, both include organisations that
assist or entirely conduct the transformation and participation processes. As such, in Utrecht the
weight of assisting organisations is very strong and can overpass the role of the actor that initiates and
for whom the space is dedicated. This could promote a higher resilience of projects, as multiple
stakeholders are involved into each project thus limiting the dependency on one actor such as the
municipality. On another end, the diversity of stakeholder, not all present in each project, especially
in schoolyards, could complexify an upscaling of the transformation maybe desired by the
municipality. Moreover, as it was stated during the research, resources could be spread out and steps
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to follow could be unclear for bottom-up projects. This multitude of potential actors could therefore
further reduce the clarity of the processes for citizen-initiated projects.
Processes and Children inclusion
In Utrecht, the discourses that stimulated the planning of schoolyards and playgrounds for and with
children were almost identical, the only difference being a stronger focus on learning opportunities in
schoolyards than in playground. This enlightens on a direct link between schoolyards and the
educative bodies they are attached to, which stimulated certain motivations, as opposed to
playgrounds that are public and therefore exist by themselves. These different motivations were split
in both instances in the motivations for children’s participation (1), other objectives relating to
developing these spaces for children’s needs (2) and in other objectives not relating to children (3).
Concerning the participation of children, the first visible difference was that the initiation step of the
planning which was only mentioned in playgrounds as processes could be both bottom-up and topdown and could change children’s involvement depending on the project’s impact. The planning of
these two spaces started with a similar step: gathering of children wishes, which overall relies on
involving participation, following the work of Ambrose-Oji et al. (2011). The specific method of
gathering these ideas could however differ and seemed to depend more on the stakeholder in charge
of the step rather than the space it was done for. The gathering of initial ideas could indeed but very
limited without initial dicussion session nor any follow-up. Yet, in some instances the activity could
provide several tools and inspirations to get children thinking critically about the space, along with
their preferences and desires. This is likely to have been determinant in the way children’s ideas were
later used and their direct or indirect role in decision-making. Similarly in both spaces, co-designing
sessions could be created depending on the stakeholder in charge of the process. Finally, the design
was often confronted by children, but in a less systematic way in schoolyards. The presence of any
modification on the design following this step could be relevant of a participation ensuring a role in
decision-making. However, it often seemed children only got the chance to familiarise themselves
with their future yard and develop some form of space attachement, without a strong impact for
decision-making. The implementation seemed to have a similar approach between the two spaces as
children were only able to get involved during minor planting due to safety reasons. Nonetheless, in
other examples such as IVN’s tiny forests, children could plant larger trees, or in some school’s projects
which involved children on tasks such as removing tiles. The following examples put in perspective the
truly beneficial role of safety regulations and their limits when looking at their implementation.
Considering the importance of certain risk elements as suggested by some respondents, more
flexibility in steps during which children have restricted participation could be beneficial. These could
be adapted and/or split in order to allow for children to participate in them. Concerning the
maintenance of the yards, this step could vary to a great extend from one project to the other. As
such, it cannot be compared between schoolyard and playgrounds in the present research. Overall,
playground maintenance by children was more minor, similarly than in schools which appeared in our
case to involve to a lesser degree their children in the process. Nonetheless, the learning opportunities
of maintening the yard seemed to create a stronger tendency in schools to involve children than in
playgrounds. This was also visible through, meaningful activities that were only cited in schoolyards
and were said to allow for a maintenance of the sense of ownership throughout cohors of pupils.
These were essentially present in schoolyards also partly due to the higher diversity of processes
allowed than in playgrounds. Indeed, the planning of playgrounds, either led by the municipality or by
a specialised organisation, and often subject to stricter regulations, were overall coordinated in a more
homogenous way than the context-based school project. As such, while children could be considered
in some instances as partners or on the other end of the spectrum just consulted, they seemed to
often be involved throughout several activites in a relatively meaningful manner.
Finally, the two main challenges in schoolyards and playgrounds were identical: the stimulation and
inclusion of children’s ideas as well as time and money challenges. Nonetheless, some differences
were noticeable, with notably playgrounds facing more barriers in terms of safety requirements and
resistance from adults in projects than schoolyards. Understanding how to collaborate with children
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in a relevant and efficient way therefore appeared to be a priority for several stakeholders and
projects to better their participation procedures .
Resources
During this study, in both spaces, the knowledge used to plan and develop these areas with children
was based on inspiration from other play areas, from adult users of the yard and from children
themsleves. However, while schoolyards were more assisted by guidelines developed by
organisations, playgrounds relied more on insitutional guidelines developed by the municipality of
Utrecht. This illustrates again that schoolyards are less attached to the municipality than playgrounds,
as they are more directly linked to the school. Nonetheless, playground also seemed to rely on
collaborative bodies such as the organisation Jantje Beton for guiding their participation processes.
Moreover, it important to note that the exact way in which children knowledge was relevant varied
between actors (and not necessarily between playgrounds or schoolyards). Indeed, while certain
actors viewed their contribution as important information to building a project, some strengthened
the role to stimulate their ownership. Lastly some found the information from children not necessarily
important to take into account and redundant. This could have a direct consequence on the direct
role of children in decision-making and the overall weight of their ideas in the various resources cited.
Figure 1: COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF BARCELONA’S PLAYGROUNDS AND SCHOOLYARDS

5.1.2.Barcelona Playgrounds and Schoolyards
Institutional framework
In Barcelona, several guidelines are put in place that affect both playgrounds and schoolyards, notably
the Plan for Play that even extends to spaces beyond these specific children-dedicated places.
Moreover, the Barcelona Institute for Children and Adolescents (IIAB) developed different co-creation
guides to develop these spaces which, despite some small differences in the details, make the
development process of playgrounds and schoolyards relatively homogenous. However, the guides
are very extensive and it is of wonder if they could be realistically followed by more bottom-up
projects without the municipality’s support of if the municipality could not act for one reason or the
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other (for example during the Covid-19 pandemic). While the application aims on homogeneity
throughout the city, several projects are developped for schoolyards which therefore seems to lead
to some varied processes. For example, the Climate Refuge unrolled faster than other projects
because it was considered an urgent matter, had one main goal and thus, money was made available
more quickly. This puts in perspective the importance of political will when conducing such landscape
planning as a driving and powerful force. Nonetheless, it is unclear and probably unlikely that such
rapidity creates a favourable environment for meaningful participation of children. On another note,
the safety requirements were similar in both spaces and followed European norms. Yet, it was
mentioned by one respondent that overall there was more freedom in schools than in public spaces,
where it is more difficult to control what is happening and that therefore needs to fit more strict
standards. This further illustrates that too much dependency on the municipality could be restrictive.
This is in this case often due to the fear of being responsible in case of an accidents and therefore,
limits more any risks in public place.
Some differences were also noticeable between the yards in terms of planning. Indeed, on one hand,
playgrounds projects were mostly initiated and conducted by the municipality, which makes the
process top-down (despite certain instances in which citizens wish to transform an area and work
jointly with the municipality). On the other hand, while the municipality developed a process for
schoolyard transformation and constitutes there an essential actor, projects were always initiated on
the school’s initiative and the school was always part of the decision making on what happens on their
land. This would make the planning an association of top-down and bottom-up processes.
Finally, the ownership and access rights was found to be similar in both schoolyards and playgrounds
if schoolyard became public. In that case, the municipality owns and is responsible of the yard while
citizens can access the space, such as in the Climate Shelter project. Nonetheless, if the schoolyards is
not public, the school remains owner of its yard and only students and the teaching team can access
the play area. As more schoolyards were prone to become public in the city, and knowing the higher
restrictions present on public space, the involvment of children and design of the natural play area
could become restricted in the future of schoolyards in Barcelona.
Actors and coalitions
While certain stakeholders such as children, the Barcelona Institute for Children and Adolescents
(IIAB) and technical representants (municipal or private) are present in the processes of both
playgrounds and schoolyards in Barcelona, the exact arrangement and role of the actors differ. Indeed,
while the overall process is coordinated by a co-creation team of institutional actors in playgrounds,
schoolyard’s projects are managed by a motor group composed of various school representants.
Nonetheless, the two spaces demonstrate a strong bond with the municipality. This is especially
reinforced as the municipality is divided into several departements that include experts such as
planners. This could help fluidify and simplify the coordination of the different stakeholders.
Nonetheless, it could also limit the opportunities schools have of choosing for themselves the
stakeholders they wish to involve such as specialised planners. Lastly, in playgrounds the process were
coordinated by 3 groups of people, including the children, while the process in schoolyards are lead
by the joint work of 5 types of actors, 4 organising teams and the people involved in participation such
as parents, teachers and children. The presence of so many other participants in schoolyards
reinforces the possibility to create a yard fitted to all the users and could also increase the amount of
resources that adds on the knowledge provided by children.
Processes and Children inclusion
In Barcelona, the motivations recorded to develop and schoolyards and playgrounds for children were
overall similar with some differences between the two spaces. Indeed, the only common aims relating
to children were the opportunity to involve them in the process as well as the learning opportunities
it created in both spaces. Hence, the benefits for the projects along with the benefits children would
get out it motivated the participatory and greening processes. Concerning the benefits of greenery, it
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was more cited as a way to promote health and quality of life in playgrounds while more as a way to
promote environmental and social justice through the city in schoolyard projects. The regular
presence of schoolyards in all neighbourhoods, even the most underpriviledge ones, along with their
large size, can indeed be a powerful tool to ensure equitable access to qualitative environment
throughout the urban fabric. In this research, only respondents and documents relating to
playgrounds mentioned the increase of play opportunities as a motivation. This appears to directly
relate to the Play Plan as it focusses more specifically on developping play than greening. Lastly, both
spaces were motivated by climate adaptation goals and ambitions. The specific context of Barcelona
and it’s vulnerability to heat urban island effect further explains this specificity and is illustrated with
the presence of the ‘Climate Shelter’project.
In terms of participation led by the municipality, the processes in both spaces were led through cocreation in planning phases. The concept of co-creation testifies by itself of the strong awareness and
desire this city has on the institutional level to promote meaningful and relevant children’s
participation. This co-designing was supported by different activities in the two spaces while the overal
process consisted in both to first analyse the space, then invite children in sharing their ideas and lastly
in giving feedbak on the design. In both cases the guided were highly researched, notably through
children’s participation and highly complex. The long and extensive guide while providing a strong
base to stimulate children’s involvement could maybe also limit more spontaneous activities.
Moreover, the structure appears to be quite academic and as such, their ludic potential could be
reduced, which could limit some of the benefits of participation on children. Despite being enacted
with different activities, co-designing refered to an involving type of participation in playgrounds and
schoolyards without children becoming partners or independent (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011).
Moreover, in projects led by the municipality, there was no participation undertook nor planned in
implementation and maintenance phases due to safety reasons and time pressure. For example the
yards in the Climate Shelter project were constructed during the summer to have them ready for the
start of the academic year and the next summer. Nonetheless, the municipality has the desire to
develop participation to these steps. Moreover, in schoolyards project led by schools, the
implementation of smaller measures (as opposed to an entire schoolyards redesigning), maintenance
and meaningful activities could integrate children. These could range from smaller planting,
gardening, caring for flower beds etc., and as such can be qualified as involving to partnership and
even in some instances empowerment participation (Ambrose-Oji et al., 2011). Hence, the
opportunities for more smaller bottom-up actions seem to complement the top-down processes by
allowing more responsibility to children.
The main challenge recorded for both schoolyards and playgrounds development relating to children,
concerned involving them and using their ideas, which could be sometimes considered as
unachievable. This again illustrates the impact discourses on children’s competencies have, along a
certain need for better collaboration with children. However, the other challenges cited differed from
one space to the other in this study. Playgrounds seemed to face more challenges relating to the
intensity of the use of their ground and the conflicting goals of greening and inclusivity. Indeed, this is
explained by the intense urbanisation of Barcelona along with the strategy of the Play Plan that
advocates strongly on the accessibility of play areas. Meanwhile challenges in schoolyards related
more to fears and resistance of schools that stoped them from greening and/ or opening their yard.
Resources
In both the development of schoolyards and playgrounds in Barcelona, piloted-out methodologies and
experts’ views were an important and valued source of knowledge. As several of the experts and the
guidelines were issued from the municipality (or some attached departments), it clearly demonstrates
the high dependence of the process on the institutional level and further illustrates the top-down
processes. Children’s views were involved and seen as important in both cases notably to get userbased information to make a relevant space as well as promoting their sense of ownership.
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Nonetheless, not all stakeholders were sensitive to their relevant and it was not clear of the exact
weight their ideas had in term of decision-making. Lastly, playgrounds relied on specialised institutions
while schools used the knowledge of adult using the ground such as teachers and lunch-time teams.
Figure 2: COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF BARCELONA’S PLAYGROUNDS AND SCHOOLYARDS

5.2. Utrecht and Barcelona
5.2.1.Institutional framework
Similarities
The planning processes are overall similar between the two cities and per space type. Indeed, in
Utrecht and Barcelona, playgrounds are developed through a top-down approach while some projects
can be initiated and co-led by citizens in the two cities. The processes in charge of schoolyard greening
are in both cases at the initiation of schools. Moreover, the ownership and access right status is almost
identical for schoolyards on one side and for playgrounds on the other side for both spaces. In the
case of schoolyards, the yard is the school property, but can become public and therefore, a
responsibility of the municipality during the transformation process. In that case, in both cities, the
access of the schoolyard expands to the neighbours but with, in some instances, the addition of
fencing and regulated access hours. For playgrounds, the municipalities of both Utrecht and Barcelona
are owner and responsible of the space and all citizens can access them.
Differences
Barcelona’s institutional context is overall more developed than Utrecht when it comes to developing
schoolyards and playgrounds. Indeed, in the Spanish city at least five frameworks applied to the
development of the spaces, adding to the overarching municipal vision for the development of play
areas, while Utrecht’ schoolyards and playgrounds were mainly under the influence of few motions
and one vision of play areas. It is interesting to note that while both these cities developed recently a
plan for play areas that apply to both playgrounds and schoolyards, the vision develops more aims in
the case of Utrecht while it rather resembles an action plan in the case of Barcelona.
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Moreover, in terms of children participation, while the two cities have documents dedicated to
increasing their involvement, Barcelona developed very extensive and detailed guidelines to conduct
participation processes in the two spaces, while Utrecht’s municipality’s vision mainly includes
objectives to achieve and aim for. Nonetheless, organisations in Utrecht that help develop and
manage the spaces (Utrecht Natuurlijk, IVN Natuureducatie, Jantje Beton) created their own
guidelines to involve children in the projects and as such, create a larger diversity of participation
processes than in Barcelona. Lastly, several projects lead to schoolyards transformations in Barcelona
(3 predominant programs), while Utrecht launched one subsidy scheme to promote this will at the
city level. This subsidy scheme’s impacts and aims could be categorised as a mix between the
“Sustainable Schools” network, due to the independence of the schools in the measure they
undertake and the “Transform the Couryard” project in which the schoolyards are fully transformed
and do not only undergo small greening measures.
Lastly, concerning the planning processes in Barcelona, the municipality as a stronger role in planning,
implementing and managing the space than in Utrecht, which overall only supervises and validates
the design and processes.

5.2.2.Actors and coalitions
Similarities
The first observable similarity between the two cities is the presence of children and some sort of
municipal body as participants in all project types and city. Despite being different in their strict
nature, the stakeholders can be organised in a similar way for public playgrounds as a combination of:
participants, municipal planners (and other experts which are responsible for the implementation and
technical elements of the playground) and a team that leads the participation or co-creation processes
(municipal bodies for Barcelona and organisations in Utrecht). For schoolyards, in both Barcelona and
Utrecht, the organising actors consists of a team of people from the school. The specific members of
these teams then depend on the project and on the school. For example, the inclusion of children in
this working team depends highly on the willingness of the school to involve them. Moreover,
schoolyards design involves advising and collaborating institutions in both cities as well as
professionals such as architects.
Differences
Barcelona and Utrecht are very different cities, both in terms of size and structure. Barcelona notably
has a very complex and large structure with municipal councils, local independent bodies, public
business entities, consortiums, districts and so on, all collaborating for the development of
playgrounds and schoolyards. In Utrecht meanwhile, the municipality is less extensive with little
collaboration on these questions (except for the schoolyard subsidy) and involves many non-municipal
and non-profit organisations such as IVN Natuureducatie for the projects. The inherent organisation
of institutional as well as educational systems in the cities (and countries), leads to many differences
in the nature of the actors at stake. This is especially true in the context of schoolyards with for
example the presence of the consortium in Barcelona which acts as an intermediary between the
technical actors and the school.
5.2.3.Processes and Children inclusion
Similarities
In term of discourses, both cities had motivations that fitted three categories: the involvement of
children, other children related priorities and finally other motivations not relating to youth. Firstly,
the elements that stimulated the participation of children were overall homogenous. Indeed, they
were mainly focussing on the benefits for the projects, with children acting as relevant information
sources and future carers of the space, and the benefits for children, mainly by providing them a sense
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of ownership, pride and responsibility. Nonetheless, it is not clear if these motivations were driven by
observed conclusions, scientific based knowledge, personal convictions or a combination of all three
amongst the respondents. Secondly, the other children related objectives most often found, focussed
on promoting diverse, stimulating and inclusive play and learning opportunities as well as a healthy
environment for children. Nonetheless, in both cities, one noticeable element was a stronger focus on
promoting learning opportunities in schoolyards than in playgrounds. This implies that different from
public play areas, schoolyards are not a space that lives by itself but that also serves the purpose of
the organisation it is bound to, here the school. While many schoolyards are to become public through
their transformation, this could still imply differences in planning, design and management as more
learning goals could be intertwined than in other playgrounds.
Concerning the participation processes, both cities (in practically all projects, except some smaller
projects in the ‘Sustainable Schools’ network in Barcelona) involved children during the Planning of
the yards. Moreover, many similarities in the tools and sub-steps used could be noted. Indeed,
children were most often asked to participate during two key moments of the planning: the gathering
of ideas and the review and sometimes feedback of the final design. This idea gathering could use in
both cities tools ranging from simply asking a drawing or creating an activity where children could
colour-coding areas of the yard depending on their preferences. This involvement was pretty active,
ranging overall form children being involved in activities to them being considered as partners in the
co-design or co-management of spaces, with notably the entire methodology of Barcelona focussing
on co-creation. It was noted in both cities that they could also be involved more passively by only
being consulted, especially when presented the final design. This could be done especially to act
towards participation, for financing reasons and for the benefits of children, while avoiding the
extended cost and time it could provide (especially in the case of asking to review and therefore
readapt the design, hereby postponing the launch of the implementation).
Finally, several similarities were observable in the challenges of both cities. Firstly, the involvement,
gathering and use of children’s ideas was a major barrier for the development of all spaces, and with
this the direct expertise of people to stimulate children into providing ideas. Secondly some spacespecific challenges were visible such as adult’s resistance mainly impacting playgrounds of both cities.
The interesting aspect here was the explanations behind these resistances from adults recorded in
the present study. Indeed, they were quite varied and not necessarily linked to specific socio-cultural
differences, and this, in both cities while there are also cultural differences between the two countries
(Spain and Netherlands) and the presence of populations issued from recent immigration. It was
sometimes linked back to an issue of generational mental shift that could be representative of a wider
European context. Nonetheless, further inquiries on these specific limitations and their origins would
be valuable research to understand how to work on and lift these leverages to promote green play
areas for children. Other issues concerned the difficulties linked to greening for both a high density
of children and for disabilities which concerned the two cities but increased in importance with the
urbanisation and the priority at which accessibility is put (Barcelona was therefore more struggling on
these questions than Utrecht). Lastly, challenges found in schoolyards of both cities were more varied
and depended more on the specific program or project at stake.

Differences
Concerning discourses, the main differences between Utrecht and Barcelona concerned non-children
related objectives, and specifically more city-scale motivations in the case of Barcelona, such as issues
on mitigating climate change and addressing environmental injustice. These motivations, while not
promoting the integration of children’s needs and desires, could change the balance of what was
prioritized in these spaces with for example a greening more adapted to limit the heat urban island
effect rather than thinking of the play opportunity or senses the nature could provide to children. This
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seemed to be to a certain degree the case in projects such as the ‘Climate Shelter’ in Barcelona.
Moreover, the goal of play opportunities was more strongly reinforced in Barcelona playgrounds, as
current context of the city is linked with achieving the “Plan for Play” (D3). Public play areas were
mostly transformed with the desire to achieve play and notably accessibility and inclusivity rather than
with the ambition to green as a main goal. This differed with Utrecht, where most playgrounds and
schoolyards were transformed with the strong ambition to green. Overall, the motivations were easily
assembled and clustered into a few large categories in Utrecht while they were more scattered in
Barcelona, which gives an impression of more varied motivations but was mainly caused by a
difference of sources (which will be further developed in the Discussion).
The participation of children differed quite extensively in the methods of the different spaces. During
the planning phase, the overall structure of the process was much more defined and consistent in
Barcelona than in Utrecht, except for the smaller schoolyard projects of the ‘Sustainable Schools’
network, which was much more led independently by schools and were therefore not following the
co-creation guidelines issued by the IIAB. Another element to relativise this statement is the fact that
with Covid 19, many participatory events, especially in the ‘Climate Shelter ‘ project in Barcelona were
cancelled. This poses a limit of the highly defined and municipality dependent participation processes,
especially in schoolyards: they can become more vulnerable as they are usually prone to be
implemented entirely or not at all. Meanwhile, smaller bottom-led participation can be more flexible
and adapt to different context as several example of schools in Utrecht and the ‘Sustainable Schools’
network showed in this research. Another crucial difference between Barcelona and Utrecht was the
absence of implementation and maintenance measures by the municipal bodies in the Catalan capital,
which led to almost no participation of children in these steps, as the projects were almost exclusively
dependent on the institutional level. This again was the exception of the smaller ‘Sustainable Schools’
projects. In comparison, Utrecht’s projects were much more diverse in approaches and steps at which
children were included. Nevertheless, during the implementation of Utrecht play spaces, children
were also limited to more minor planting and activities due to safety requirements, especially in public
playgrounds, and depending on the organising body. For example, an exception was IVN
Natuureducatie, which left children plant the trees of the tiny forests but only involved them in a more
limited way in the planning. The maintenance had overall a wider diversity of activities, both in
Utrecht’s playgrounds and schoolyards than in Barcelona’s ‘Sustainable Schools’ initiatives.
Lastly, the main differences in the challenges faced by the Dutch and Spanish cities, were linked to
the higher density and urbanisation in Barcelona. This was especially true in public playgrounds, where
the reduced space compared to schoolyards and the comparable amount of children users, leads to
an overuse of these public play areas. Other issues added to this with safety distances requirements
between play elements and political incentives to make the spaces accessible, limit even further the
space available for more green. Thus, the context described leads to very different approaches in the
resulting greening in the two cities: while renaturation measures were easily undertaken in Utrecht,
notably via de-paving, letting more grass spaces or planting trees, Barcelona rather aimed at creating
a sense of nature with elements such as sand, water and little addition of extra green. Moreover, the
stronger political will to make play spaces accessible to children with disabilities further complicated
the process in Barcelona in the already reduced play areas.
5.2.4.Resources
Similarities
The resources were overall, quite similar in all spaces. Indeed, all spaces were developed using to a
certain extend children’s ideas, preferences and knowledge of the spaces, as well as guidelines from
various sources. Other sources were quite predominant such as the ideas from adult’s users (parents,
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teachers, neighbours), experts and examples of other play spaces, to provide insights and inspiration
for the different actors concerned.
Differences
Overall, Barcelona was much more dependent on resources issued from the municipality and
institutional bodies than Utrecht, which relied more on knowledge and guidelines from the
organisations such as Utrecht Natuurlijk or IVN Natuureducatie. One difference that was not here
specific to a city but depended on the actor at stake, focussed on how to best use children’s knowledge
and its exact role in the process. Indeed, while some did not see much added value as children provide
unrealistic ideas or do not necessarily know ‘what is good for them’, other considered that this did
not necessarily matter as the importance was to promote children participation for their sense of
ownership and that genius solutions couldn’t be provided by them simply because they are not
experts. Meanwhile, other stakeholders viewed that children can provide valuable information if
asked the right questions, with the right state of mind and patience. It appears then that the opinion
and expertise of the actor in charge, is a predominant factor for the way and extend at which children
produce useful resources to the project. From the people interviewed, it seemed that the stakeholders
working more closely with children were more prone to define their ideas as useful. Yet, that was not
either a consistent rule, as in schoolyards for example, the consideration on children’s knowledge
could depend on the general pedagogy of the school. Consequently, while children’s ideas were
always stimulated in a certain way, they were often not having a subsequent weight in the decision
making, which almost exclusively belonged to adults.
Figure 3: COMPARISON BETWEEN UTRECHT AND BARCELONA APPROACHES
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6. DISCUSSION
6.1. Wrap-up
The situation for the development of green yard for and with children in these two cities can therefore
be summarised as such: On one hand, more top-down processes (symbolised by Barcelona) lead to a
stronger weight of the municipality and a more homogenous implementation of the objectives on the
city scale. This can allow an extensive participation of children in all projects as the processes are
guided by well-defined bodies. Nonetheless, this also reduces the diversity of inclusion processes and
of stakeholders throughout the projects as well as their flexibility to a certain extend. Moreover, topdown, and institutional processes are often rooted in stronger safety requirements which can further
reduce the range at which children can be involved, and so, especially in public spaces. On the other
hand, a more bottom-up approach (symbolised by Utrecht) can allow for more experimentation and
diversified stakeholders. This can enable very creative and context-specific integration of children
which can prove to be a strength for carrying out the project successfully. However, it also reduces
the likelihood that children participation is done extensively and homogeneously throughout all
projects of the city. Indeed, it can make the way children are involved highly dependent of the will
and expertise of the organising and designing body. While these two methods have numerous
differences, several tools and approaches can be commonly used for conducting the participation
processes. These mainly focus on involving children in sharing ideas for creating the design through
drawing session, or ludic reflexions sessions on the current yard. More informal maintenance of
natural areas can also be a powerful tool to promote the long-term involvement of children along
their sense of ownership. These elements constituted powerful motivations for involving children in
the development of play areas, even though stimulating them into producing usable and relevant
ideas was often seen as a challenge. Moreover, not all actors have the expertise and the same opinion
on the relevance of children’s ideas which can further complexify the challenge of effectively including
children in decision making. As such, the two cities both had overall different methods for involving
children but that proved useful as a wide range of project involve them more or less extensively, with
a different weight of the municipality.
6.2. Research Questions
1. What is the institutional context that guides the planning and implementation of green
schoolyards and playgrounds as well as children participation in the two cities?
Barcelona has a complex municipal organisation as well as an overarching play vision in the city with
several frameworks and guides which notably directs the participation processes of children in
transforming playgrounds and schoolyards. The city also has many other objectives (inclusivity,
mitigation of climate change…), which can both clash and coincide with the will to re-naturize and
make the city playable for children. For example, mitigating climate change can come with the
addition of green to limit the heat island effect which can go in pair with greening schoolyards and
playgrounds. Nonetheless, the greening for climate could be made without much considerations on
the ways children interact and use the space, and rather rely more on climate projections and
temperature modelling. This did not seem to be an issue in the two cities as they both had strong
vision and goals on playability. Nonetheless, this could apply to a certain level the ‘Climate Shelter’
project in Barcelona, due to the political will and urgency to protect vulnerable populations during
heat strikes. On the other side, Utrecht is a much smaller and less intense city, with a more reasonablescaled municipality. The city had more vision plans for both participation and yard greening while
Barcelona’s documents were more close to action plans.
This political difference between the two cities had many consequences on the overall planning
processes. On one hand, both playgrounds and schoolyards in Barcelona were undertaken through
top-down processes since the municipality defined specific strategies to achieve the transformation
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of both space as well as the participation processes. This was further enhanced by the size and the
diversity of the municipal departments, sometimes very technical, which further increased the steps
at which the municipality took the lead for the transformation of the spaces. The overall process
enabled a homogenous application of the city’s objectives throughout the urban fabric, as the
municipality notably aims on achieving limiting environmental injustice. On the other hand, the
processes responsible for the transformation of schoolyards and playgrounds were in Utrecht more
bottom-up, with projects rather guided by funding opportunities than strict policy requirements as
well by a wider range of actors rather than primarily the municipality. Nonetheless, this was less true
in playgrounds where the processes were mainly top-down, as in most cases, the project was initiated,
launched and directed by the municipality. These differences also had implications on the way
participation was lead: On one side, Barcelona had a fixed, determined and homogenous co-creation
process designed by a municipal body, while on the other side Utrecht had a diversity of participation
methods, ranging from simply consulting children to involving them as partners, led and organised by
different bodies both municipal and non-municipal (citizen led and NGOs).
Moreover, in both cities a specificity existed, where while most schoolyards were owned by schools
and playgrounds by the municipality, in an increasing amount of projects, the transformation of
schoolyards came with a change of ownership to the municipality. This allowed to make the
schoolyard public and accessible for a wider range of people and for an extended period of time
(rather than only school hours). Nonetheless, some questions could be raised on the possible
consequences of this process, notably for the ownership and access rights of these spaces. This is
also, taken more broadly, as an interesting illustration of the differences between schoolyards and
playgrounds, or said differently, of the inherent differences between private and public spaces.
Firstly, in the study, there seemed to be a lot of links between who owned the space (specifically the
municipality), and the design restrictions for the yard. Indeed, public place often has to bind to stricter
safety rules and therefore benefits less planning freedom than private spaces. This can limit both the
elements that can implemented, the opportunity at which children can be involved and their usage of
the space. These limitations are visible in both cities but especially true in Barcelona, where the safety
requirements are quite strict and limit for example the implementation of tree trunks in public
playground, prevents children from the implementation because considered too dangerous and
where tree climbing is forbidden. As such, too many guidelines that apply to public space can prevent
from accessing the play opportunities that children can benefit from using and participating in green
transformation of the yard. It should be noted that many of these restrictions are coming from the
fact that the municipality has to guarantee a level of security for these children and do not want install
something that could hurt these children. With this, is linked the fear of being responsible for children
injuring themselves and parents potentially suing the municipality. This represents a tricky issue as
the play and learning potential of these natural yard also come by challenging children and providing
some level of risk. Therefore, coming back to the transformation of schoolyards in public yards, the
municipality becoming the owner and responsible of the yard could constraint the range at which
children can participate and elements implemented, which consequently could also reduce the
diversity of ways children are involved in schoolyards. This homogenisation could lead to less
spontaneous, context-specific ideas that schools may have, along with more informal involvement of
children in several small steps. Nonetheless, it could also promote the projects in Utrecht notably,
where schools sometime struggle to get a coordinated help from the municipality to get started, find
the resources and bring their projects to an end. Following the evolution of Utrecht schoolyard’s
processes, could enlighten on the consequences of an increasing involvement of the municipality
could have.
Secondly, concerning the accessibility of the space, making the yard public appears as a way to both
increase the amount of people that can use the space, along with the time span where they can enter
the area. However, often due to fear of vandalism, schools sometimes decide to fence the yard and
lock the door at certain hours. While the key can still be owned by some neighbours, this can put some
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limits to the accessibility the yard could have. Indeed, if the fear of vandalism and insecurity is linked
and higher in poorer neighbourhoods, then the access could be disproportionally limited through
fencing compared to more wealthy neighbourhoods. However, the poorer neighbourhoods are most
often the less greened areas of a city with a higher problem of environmental justice and limited
access to natural areas. Hence, this questions how well public schoolyards could avoid and address
the issue of environmental justice. Here, the question is mainly raised on the environmental justice
for the wider neighbourhoods as transforming the schoolyards would already address this for the
children (both for a public or private yard). Nonetheless, opening the schoolyard would still be a good
addition, even with fencing, for achieving wider green accessibility in the city. Especially considering
the homogenous distribution of schoolyards in the city, their often bigger space than public
playgrounds and as it is not clear if fencing could impact significantly the use of the yard. One
interesting element to further investigate would be the consequences fencing creates between public
schoolyards and public playgrounds.
2. By whom are these spaces developed?
The institutional context described above set the base for several differences between the two cities.
Indeed, Barcelona has a very detailed municipal action plans and guidelines when it comes to
developing green yards and the participation of children. Furthermore, it has a very large and complex
municipal organisation with several and diverse technical departments. Hence, these two elements
imply a strong and predominant role of the municipality and its affiliate bodies on the transformation
and participation processes. This is notably observable in both playgrounds and schoolyards, where
municipal bodies in the Catalan city can serve the role of initiators and leaders of projects, as well as
experts in topics such as in architecture, urbanisation, social issues, youth, etc. Utrecht however,
defined more general objectives concerning the greening and participation processes, than detailed
ways to achieve them. Moreover, the municipality is of much smaller size, with less complex
organisation and, along the opinion of several respondents, limited collaboration between different
departments. It is therefore understandable that the municipality has a lesser weight in the overall
processes, especially in the case of schoolyards, where it acts more as a supervising body. In addition,
because the municipality as a whole is lacking an integral approach and perspective, processes are
often not defined very clearly or explicitly, notably regarding the funding opportunities. This
enlightens on the presence of several assisting organisations such as Utrecht Natuurlijk or IVN
Natuureducatie, who partner with the municipality and schools, to help guide the different planning
and participation processes. The less dominant presence of the municipality in Utrecht, also allows for
more non-institutional actors such as architects and urban planners to participate in the projects,
again especially in schoolyards. These other stakeholders, sometimes specialised in creating spaces
for children, but sometimes completely unused of leading participatory processes, further contribute
at creating diversity between Utrecht projects. It should be noted however than in both cities, the
schools had a determinant and leading role in all schoolyards as well as were always the initiators of
the processes, since they legally couldn’t be bound to transform their yard (due to ownership of the
outdoor space). Lastly, in the two cities, the civil society participate in developing these spaces and
especially children. Almost all projects had to comply to a certain level of children engagement and
several also involved other adult users such as parents, teachers, neighbours or even cleaning staff.
To that rule however there were some exceptions, notably projects only implying small modification
in Utrecht playgrounds, such as the replacement of some play equipment. During these projects,
involving children was not seen as useful and as such only some sort of neighbour consultation was
done. Another exception concerns the specific context of Covid-19. Indeed, it is not clear if children
were always participating during the pandemic which notably led to the cancellation of several
participation processes, notably in the Climate Shelter projects in Barcelona. Overall the main actors
could be described in both cities as : municipality, civil society (as participants), schools (for
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schoolyards), and experts, ranging from municipal bodies, NGOs and associations, as well as external
experts.
3. What are the aims, knowledges and approaches used to include children’s needs and desires
in green development?
The aims behind including children’s needs and desires were overall homogenous between the two
cities. As a matter of fact, they were mainly organised into two large themes: the motivations to
promote children’s participation and achieving other children related objectives. The first goal
focussed on sourcing and involving children’s needs and desires directly from the children, by having
them directly involved in the planning and development of the spaces. For example, children’s
participation was motivated by the context-based knowledge and preferences children provide, which
serves as a tool to develop appropriate play areas for them. Involving them was also seen as a way to
benefit them directly, by creating and stimulating senses of ownership, pride and responsibility. The
second goal was rather focussing on stimulating predetermined children’s needs and desires, such as
children’s healthy development by creating engaging play and learning environments. In other words,
it related to promoting objectives perceived by adults as being good for children. Other aims were
more specific to a space type with for example a stronger focus on stimulating learning opportunities
in schoolyards. This emphasises the specific context of these yards, that are intrinsically linked with
the schools and as such share jointed objectives. These differences in aims between schoolyards and
playgrounds can also lead in participation differences with more emphasis of involving children in a
way that teaches them about nature, but also in planning differences with the inclusion of specific
educative elements such as an outdoor classroom. Lastly, it is important to note that many aims and
goals raised for developing such spaces were not always linked to children’s needs and desires or only
indirectly. Indeed, most of Barcelona projects, were connected to several city-scale motivations, such
as mitigating climate change, promoting universal accessibility and addressing environmental
injustice. These aims can support children’s needs, notably through allowing disabled children to enjoy
these spaces or by providing children a healthier micro-climate by reducing the impact of heat strikes.
However, they can also limit the extend at which children’s needs and desires are considered during
planning, by focussing more strongly on wider issues than on their use of the space. These types of
objectives were more specific to Barcelona, as the overarching institutional context brings wider
objectives closer to the project level. Meanwhile, projects in Utrecht seemed to have aims closer to
their own issues, especially in schoolyards. Wider city-scale objectives were rather involved as
secondary elements that could provide extra funding.
The knowledge sources in both cities were quite similar, mainly relying on municipal or organisational
guidelines, children’s ideas, adult’s users’ opinions, experts’ knowledges, as well as examples of other
yards as source of inspiration (for both adults and children) to transform the yards. Nonetheless,
Barcelona was much more dependent on municipality produced knowledge, while Utrecht had a
higher diversity of sources of knowledge (especially in terms of guidelines and experts). Concerning
children’s knowledge, the opinion and expertise of the stakeholder conducting the participation
process, appeared to be of predominant influence on the overall quality of the information produced
by children. Actors that were working more closely with children seemed both more prone to know
best how to stimulate knowledge and define children’s ideas as useful. Yet, that was not either a
consistent rule, as in schoolyards for example, where the consideration on children’s knowledge and
the extend at which they were involved could highly depend on the general pedagogy of the school.
Nonetheless, in practically all cases, children’s ideas did not have a significant weight in the final
decision making and were rather useful as indicators for the process of creating the design.
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Lastly the approaches to include children’s needs and desires were quite varied through the different
projects and spaces and often depended upon the specific institutional context and governance.
Indeed, in Barcelona, the top-down approach to projects, the lead of the municipal Youth Institute
(IIAB), and the extensive co-creation guidelines lead to predetermined and homogenous participation
processes. This consisted in several activities to stimulate children into producing context-based
knowledge and information. Specific efforts were also drawn to make these activities ludic, with
notably a card game created for and with children, to analyse their play preferences and used to
transform further playgrounds in the city. While this method of participation ensured an extensive
involvement of children, it could also make the projects vulnerable to a certain extend. Firstly, the
dependency on a municipality and strict processes can reduce the flexibility of the projects, as well as
make them more prone to being implemented entirely or not at all. This is especially true in the case
of an unpredicted issue, notably during the ‘Climate Shelter’ project where several participation steps
were cancelled due to Covid-19. Of course, it should be noted that the specific context of the pandemic
was hard on most projects, and that Spain and The Netherlands handled the situation in very different
ways, with a much stricter lockdown in Barcelona. Secondly, no method is perfect and as such, a
predefined municipal guideline both enables the homogenous application of good participation
practices and of its flaws throughout the city. For example, since the co-creation guides in Barcelona
only detailed children participation in the planning phase, children were not involved during the
maintenance and implementation in all municipality-led projects. Nonetheless, more flexible projects
of the ‘Sustainable Schools’ Network allowed for more informal and smaller school-led initiatives
where children could be involved in these other phases.
Just as these second types of projects, Utrecht had overall a more bottom-up approaches to the
participation of children. The lack of overarching action plan from the municipality, and hereby of
strict obligation and detailed framework, limited in the city an extensive inclusion of children in several
project steps. This complexified the processes for schools notably, as they had to find out by
themselves how to conduct the project and the involvement of children. Nonetheless, the presence
of several assisting bodies such as Utrecht Natuurlijk helped account for this lack, by implementing
and guiding involvement procedures in both school- and municipality-led projects. Hence, the plurality
of actors and their range of expertise, not always specific to children’s spaces and processes, as well
as the ownership, leadership and pedagogy of schools lead to a great diversity of participation
approaches throughout the city. In that regard, on one hand, children could be involved in several
steps and seen as an opportunity (even strength) for the project, rather than as a limitation. It was
observed in one school where children assisted in the crowed funding, hereby limiting the challenge
of the finances. As well as in another one, where they helped removing tiles from the ground, both
enabling the reception of a subsidy and promoting the transformation of the yard through minimal
costs. On another hand, the participation could also be limited, with children only asked to draw their
ideal playground at the start of the process, without any context nor follow-up, which reduced the
likelihood of providing relevant context-based resources. Hence, the context of Utrecht made children
participation processes irregular from one project to the other, as well as more vulnerable to the
specific interest and expertise of local stakeholders. Nonetheless, the flexibility in the institutional
context and composition of the working teams allowed the projects to evolve as opportunities would
emerge or challenges would arise. It is however important to note that children participation often
requires funds, which most commonly increases with a stronger political and institutional will. Thus,
even with the flexibility bottom-led projects allow, if the project is set without any top-down initiative,
it is likely that the finances will be a great barrier to that very flexibility.
Lastly, while the two cities had several differences in the approaches, common patterns were visible
concerning the participation of children. Indeed, children were most often asked to participate during
two key moments of the planning: the gathering of ideas along with the review of the final design.
This was the case because such participation was very easy to put in place and did not require specific
expertise. It also enabled more funding in Utrecht, as a subsidy scheme for schoolyard greening
required any sort of participation from children, while avoiding the extended cost and time it would
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entail. However, if these two steps were not linked to further involvement or dialogue, it did not have
an extensive impact on the project itself. Overall, children were either consulted, for example to
express their feedback on the final design, involved to participate in predetermined activities such as
analysing their yard, or considered as a partner in co-managing some areas turned into vegetable
gardens for example. Moreover, comparable tools were used in several projects in the two cities:
drawing sessions, notably for gathering ideas; color-coding methods to analyse the yard; examples of
other play areas to expand the horizon of what was possible; and in-context situations in which
children could provide ideas and information on the existing space. Hence, the participation ranged
from more passive involvement, such as asking pupils to draw their dream playground or looking at
the design, to more active involvement with the management of the space, a direct role in decision
making as well as ludic activities to analyse the yard or visualise the design.
4. What are the barriers and challenges of planning with children?
The main barrier of planning with children is focussed on the difficulty to stimulate and include
children’s ideas in the project, as they can sometimes have unachievable desires such as swimming
pools or giant swings or do not necessarily know things outside of what they are used to. Thus, it was
often seen as challenging to ask the right questions or use the correct tools to make them think outside
the box. Nonetheless, another barrier directly linked to this challenge is the lack and differences of
expertise between the different stakeholders for conducting participation processes. Indeed, the
actors that were the most used or specialised in involving children seemed less prone to see the
stimulation of relevant ideas as a difficulty. This could also potentially be linked to the extend at which
participation processes are guided on an institutional level. As such, the detailed participation
activities developed by the Youth Institute of Barcelona (IIAB) could promote an effective involvement
of children in a knowledge producing way. Moreover, undergoing a participation process of children
can be costly both in time and money which are often a limit of the projects to start with. Yet, as seen
previously, children can sometimes help in conducing crowdfunding or by enabling certain steps in
planning that are blocked by lack of fund. As such, especially in more bottom-up schoolyard projects,
children related issues for time and money could be turned into opportunities with the right context
and extensive participation. Adults’ users such as teachers, parents, neighbours or school cleaners,
can also constitute a barrier by being resistant to the idea of a natural play area, which directly and
indirectly limits the involvement of children. Indeed, such play spaces can be perceived as more dirty,
inconvenient, or less proper than for example a fully artificialized playground. Theses resistances from
adults, as opiniated from some interviewees in both cities, were sometimes linked to specific sociocultural differences, but not necessarily and could also be linked to a generational mental shift. In that
regard, further inquiries on these limitations and their origins would be valuable to lift these leverages
and promote green play areas for children. Limitations due to strict safety regulations, could further
restrict the involvement of children to minor planting and activities at most, especially in public
playgrounds. Moreover, safety distances requirements between play elements and political incentives
to make the spaces accessible, further limit the space available to green and consequently the play
and participation opportunities greenery allows. Greening for children was also more complex than it
seemed, as the intense trampling they produce (further amplified in highly urbanised contexts such
as Barcelona), transforms ground into mud and makes it almost impossible to grow any green or grass.
Thus, the institutional and urban context of the cities leads to very different approaches in the
resulting greening: while renaturation measures were easily undertaken in Utrecht, such as via depaving or planting trees, Barcelona rather aimed at creating a sense of nature with sand, water, and
little addition of extra green. Lastly, planning for all children, including children with disabilities, can
also pose a challenge to the inclusion of green, as promoting their accessibility sometimes requires
more artificial grounds. This was especially the case in Barcelona, where the strong political will to
make play spaces accessible and inclusive further complicated the process in the already spacerestricted play areas. Some questions were also raised in how to avoid making play spaces only fitted
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for children with disabilities, but where all children could meet, play, and interact together. Hence,
more inquiries on the interactions and trade-offs these of usage conflicts should be done. It would
allow to develop urban green playgrounds and schoolyards that allocate for these plural needs.

6.3. Connection with wider relevant scientific debates
1. Children’s role, adult’s considerations and link to participation processes
This research directly feeds into the wide body of literature on children participation. As it was seen
through the different interviews and content analysed, the views on the precise role of children and
their ideas can take many forms which then translates into different methods of participation. Such
findings are coherent with various papers, that acknowledge the wide conception of children
participation, ranging from simple presence to active part in decision-making throughout several steps
or levels of a project (Carroll et al., 2019; Jansson and Lerstrup, 2020). The inclusion of children’s
specificity in policies appears to be a first requirement to providing them a voice within projects (Ataol
et al., 2022). This can be illustrated with the institutional context difference present in Utrecht and
Barcelona, where the presence of several guidelines and detailed action plans led to a more extensive
participation process throughout all recent projects in Barcelona. However, several authors put in
perspective the sole importance of institutional frameworks, such as Derr, Corona and Gülgönen
(2017): “for children’s perspectives to be included, frameworks themselves are not adequate but also
the belief among those in power that children’s voices matter”, or Mansfield, Batagol and Raven
(2021): “Conflicting beliefs indicate that effectiveness of such methods [guidelines, strategic plans or
policy] is dependent on other factors […] Children’s participation in identified processes in the literature
was determined by adults”. Hence, they consider that the perceptions of decision-making
stakeholders are inseparable to a favourable institutional context to ensure a robust participation of
children. For example, Parnell and Patsarika (2011) show that children participation can be
distinguished as a mean or as an end, depending on the perceived value of the participation. Said
differently, the perception of the stakeholders on the involvement of children can change the way
children are involved and considered. This was clearly witnessed in the present research with diverging
views on the role of children, where more consideration and knowledge on participation processes
and their benefits seemed to lead to more extensive and active involvement of children.
To explain this, various elements are put forward by the literature as causes that lead adults to
underestimate, dismiss, orient or misunderstand the inputs provided by children (Lansddown, 2009;
Mansfield, Batagol and Raven, 2021). The fact that children’s inputs are most often not expressed in
a way or format used by adults is a first reason for such disregard (Lansdown, 2009), and was clearly
seen in this thesis in both cities. Nonetheless, other reasons are raised by different authors, with for
example socio-cultural conceptions of childhood, notably seen as a developmental stage of a ‘future
citizen’ (Mansfield, Batagol and Raven, 2021; Carroll, 2021) as well as a lack of confidence and
knowledge on children’s capacities (Jansson, Martensson and Gunnarsson, 2018). Such views along
with safety concerns (Hart, 1992; Lansdown, 2009), or lack of knowledge on play benefits (Hart, 1992)
in turn influences the participation of children during the processes, who cannot interact in their own
terms (Woods, 2020) and who may alter their answers or attitudes to please adults (Jansson,
Martensson and Gunnarsson, 2018; Mansfield, Batagol and Raven, 2021). These can also impact the
long-term uses of the yards (Jansson, Martensson and Gunnarsson, 2018), as well as the yards
themselves, along with the play opportunities they produce (Woods, 2020). Further research on the
underlying causes and weight of the different discourses on children’s value would be of interest to
understand which leverage should be used to promote active children participation within projects of
the two cities studied.
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Given the capacities of children enlightened by some research (Hart, 1992), several papers have
investigated ways to limit the presumption of children’s incapacities, better their collaboration with
adults and create adapted participation processes. Several papers highlight the importance of working
on the direct relationship between children and adults, notably through dialogue, to challenge the
way children are integrated (Nordström and Wales, 2019; Jansson and Lerstrup, 2020). Hence, it is
often suggested to transform the role and attitudes of planners and decision-makers from experts to
partners of young people (Nordström and Wales, 2019. Carroll, 2021). Going forward, Wood (2020)
recommends the following approach: “In planning for children’s participation in place, it is about
facilitation and not dictation”. In that regard, several authors argue the need of allied for children,
adults and professionals that understand their values and foster respectful relationships with them to
truly collaborate and make their voices heard (Jansson, Martensson and Gunnarsson, 2018; Carroll et
al., 2019; Jansson and Lerstrup, 2020; Mansfield, Batagol and Raven, 2021). Buijs (2016) notably
argues on the importance of NGOS and other organisations to mobilise a higher diversity of citizens,
hereby including children. The presence of such actors was indeed visible in both cities as enacted by
the participation-specialised bodies such as Jantje Beton in Utrecht or the Youth Institute of Barcelona
(IIAB). The answers given through the guidelines or responses of these stakeholders did testify of a
strong awareness of the importance of children’s value, noticeably different than the answer of some
other bodies.
Consequently, participation is very strongly linked to the relationship of children and adults. Even
more broadly it relates to the power allocated to children towards decision-making and as such of the
overall governance process. When participation is analysed as allowing decision-making to children, it
echoes with more bottom-up involvement of citizens. In the research, the more children-led initiatives
were often found in the most bottom-up led initiatives which seems to reinforce this idea. Indeed,
participation in top-down processes can allow for less room to experiment and self-organise as well
as allowing for a reduced impact on the final outcomes (Staffans et al., 2020). As this was mentioned
for adults, it is even more the case with children and therefore seems to reduce the probability of
children enacting impacting roles. Nonetheless, Carroll (2021) finds that both child-initiated bottomup involvement and adult-facilitated top-down participation can allow for meaningful exercise of
children’s participation rights, despite top-down processes only enabling them to get involved through
a “space predefined by adults”. Moreover, bottom-up processes’ relevance for involving children
depends on the scale at which it occurs. Indeed, Pissourios (2014) argues that bottom-up planning can
only be efficient on small scale as larger communities will lead to too slow processes or rely on
representative participation which “degenerate the nature of the bottom-up approach”. As such he
argues that the presence of a top-down initiative on a higher scale that provides long-term objectives
to guide the participation. The concept of mosaic governance therefore relates to this will of combine
the different levels of active citizenship and urban planning (Buijs, 2016). Nonetheless, for children to
be involved in this framework they need to be involved like the rest of the ‘active citizens’ and hence
be considered as such. Consequently, if efforts are being made to work on the discourses and
approaches relating to children involvement, this framework seem to be relevant for ensuring nontokenistic participation while bridging the benefits of top-down and bottom-up processes.
2. Analysis of children participation in research
The present text has also looked into analysing the participation of children in academic research.
Several researchers have developed tools for categorising participation/ involvement of citizens and
more specifically the participation of children. As used for this research, Ambrose-Oji et al. (2011)
categorises participation in 5 levels: Information, Consultation, Involvement, Partnership and
Empowerment. Concerning the specific involvement of children, being bottom-up or top-down, some
authors make clear distinctions with the ways they are involved and their specific needs in comparison
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to adults participants. An important element is the way and extend at which children are informed
about the whole process and the range at which they initiate their involvement. The Article 12 of the
Convention on the Rights of the Child distinguishes four level of involvement for children: to be
informed; to express an informed view; to have that view taken into account; to be the main or joint
decision maker. Shier (2001) for example draws a 5 level-categorisation that assesses positively the
involvement of children, ranging from ‘Children are listened to’ to ‘Children share power and
responsibility for decision-making’. Based on these levels the paper elaborates pathways for projects
to analyse their current state and move from one degree to the other, thus bettering the way children
are involved. In a similar vein, Lansdown (2009) identifies 3 level to analyse the extent of children’s
engagement: consultative participation, collaborative participation and child-led participation. It is
further encouraged to assess with this the quality of the participation such as its transparency, being
respectful, child-friendly and so on, as well as assess its impact. A lot of these categories are inspired
in Hart’s (1992) ladder of participation, which in a later paper, he describes more as starting thinking
point rather than a comprehensive tool for children involvement (Hart, 2008). In this ladder, he
categorises good participation starting from assigning an activity to children while informing them,
both informing and consulting them children, participation initiated by adults with shared decisionmaking with children and lastly child-initiated activities, either guided by adults or with shared
decision-making. However he also addresses 3 involvement which he considers as non-participatory:
‘Manipulation’, ‘Decoration’ and ‘Tokenism’. This makes links with other participation analysis tools
that focus more on potentially tokenistic involvement of children such as the four key categories of
Mansfield, Batagol and Raven (2021): (1) Children do not participate, and their experiences are not
considered in urban planning processes ; (2) Children do not participate, but their experiences are
interpreted and considered by adults in the best interest of the child; (3) Children’s participatory
methods are poorly executed or “tokenistic”; (4) Children participate in a meaningful way. Overall and
as underlined by Carroll et al. (2019), categorisations are multiple and can range from being binary,
descriptive, or have an aim to be rather explicative analysis of the specific participation of children.
The use of one tool to the other therefore seem to be more specific to the overall style and struggles
faced when involving children. For example, if the projects interviewed all involve highly experts
stakeholders to work with children, a framework that describes in great detail different stages of
involvements such as Shier (2001) may be fitted. On the opposite, in a city with little to no policy
pushing for children involvement, an analysis tool that focusses on the limits or the non-participation
that children are involved in, such as Mansfield, Batagol and Raven (2021) four categories, may be
more relevant.
3. Children, greening and other purposes
A final concept that was developed in this study focussed on the specific development of green spaces
for children. In the research, it was found that various conflicting uses and priorities can complexify
the creation and limit the benefits of natural yard. Indeed, to be used, green spaces need to be
accessible, inclusive and usable (Quatrini et al., 2019; Hariyani and Pratama, 2021). While the notion
of walking distance and accessibility is not necessarily relevant to schoolyards as children need to go
to school independently of the schoolyard state, it could be more impacting in playgrounds. Yet,
inclusivity and usability is crucial for both spaces and highly depends on amenities such as play
equipment, benches, trails and so on, that guides children’s usage of the yard. These elements can
also be linked to the usage of different type of people in the space. Indeed, children are not the only
users of playgrounds and public schoolyards, especially outside of school hours. These different users
can have diverging experiences and affinities with various elements of the yard (Ward Thompson,
2007) and as such, planning for all these different needs can limit the focus on children and the room
allocated for natural elements. Moreover, specificities can also impact the way people and particularly
children engage with the space. Planning therefore needs to allocate for differences of gender, age,
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social class, disabilities (Hart, 1992; Lansdown, 2009; Lennon, Douglas and Scott, 2017; van-DijkWesselius et al., 2022).
Consequently, greening often comes with a reflexion around accessibility and inclusivity which
inevitably links to environmental justice issues. Hence a first priority is to understand the usages of
the yards to allow for decision-making and guide a just and inclusive transformation of yards. in order
to transform planning to take in account these several dimensions, Lennon, Douglas and Scott (2017)
argue the need to : “develop a more dynamic framework that integrates quality and ‘useability’ that
embraces green spaces as multidimensional places with a broad array of potential uses.”. Their
framework focusses on the different qualities and ‘affordances’ that can be used as transformation
starting point in a natural areas (objects, spaces, actions, times, persons and scales). To illustrate they
give the following example: “a municipal planner seeking to create a network of parks can begin at
the ‘scale’ point; a landscape architect seeking to (re)design a park can begin at the ‘spaces’ or ‘objects’
points; while a public health official seeking to promote the active use of green space can begin at the
‘actions’ point.” Based on this, they developed a model that allows to understand how different
people relate to these different qualities, while taking into account membership in different ethnic
groups, disability groups, life-course stage and gender. This can in the end, assist planners in the
interventions needed to better the usability and attractivity of the yard. However, while some papers
have looked at the specific preferences and needs of different groups of people (Ward Thompson,
2007), little research have investigated how the conciliations of different needs comes together in the
physical space. Our study showed that greening for children can be difficult because of trampling while
disabilities can reduce the amount of space that can be dedicated to natural elements. In order to
move forward, further investigation should be done to understand all the possible conflicts to
greening for children and different solutions to reconcile these issues.
6.4. Reflection and limitation on theoretical framework and methods
1. Data collection
A first important limit to this research focussed on the data collection (methods). Indeed, in Barcelona,
no respondent of schools were interviewed, compared to Utrecht where 4 respondents that worked
directly on 3 schools made themselves available. Few reasons can explain this difference. Firstly the
contact was made in English and it seemed that people working in schools were less fluent in English
than people working in the Municipality or than their Dutch equivalents. Nonetheless, despite some
phone calls and final emails in castellan, there were almost no response. Yet, a better approach would
have been to directly make contact in Spanish. Another limiting factor was Covid-19. Indeed, Spain
was just reopening after a few months of covid lockdown and holidays period, which made schools
staff busy. The only ones that answered positively then cancelled due to lack of time on their schedule.
To account for this, a more flexible, fast and simple written interview could have increased the
likelihood of respondents and enabled some direct answers rather than none. Along to the lack of
respondent from schools, there was an overall gap between the people interviewed in the two cities
that directly worked with children. Indeed Utrecht had some people from schools and side
organisations while Barcelona’s respondents were mainly planners and were working indirectly with
children. Some youth organisations were contacted but the same issue than for school workers arose.
These differences in respondents were partly accounted by investigating other qualitative data
sources, such as at schools written experience through the ‘Sustainable School’ network blog and
participatory guidelines created by the IIAB. The increased use of institutional data source made some
sense as processes are more top-down in Barcelona, and would have been less fitted if interviews
were missing in Utrecht. However, interviews and these data collection methods have several
dissimilarities which can lead to some biases in the research. Indeed, not all categories investigated
can be found when analysing institutional documents. Opinion-based elements especially, such as
motivations and challenges, were more rare and scattered in Barcelona than in Utrecht, because less
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present in institutional reports or even blogs. As such, when analysing the data, it was more difficult
to create some overarching categories to assemble and compare motivations and challenges.
Consequently, it did not feel like the information gathered allowed to get an overarching
representation of the transformation of schoolyards with children, and especially their underlying
motivations and challenges. The higher complexity and plurality of Barcelona compared to Utrecht,
also increased the difficulty of getting an accurate and comprehensive image.
Another limit to this research was that no children was interviewed. While the research was designed
like this, this obviously prevented from understanding how children perceived their needs and desires
and how they felt they were involved. Involving children in the research could have therefore assisted
in categorising children participation and investigate how adults may have influenced children during
the participation. This overall also questions the relevance of the scale of the research. A focus on
project with most of the stakeholder interviewed, including children, would have allowed to get a
more precise understanding on the exact impact of institutional context, discourses, stakeholders and
so on, in the transformation and participation of children. Nonetheless, describing two cities with such
diverging approaches and their various projects is a first good steps to understand the diversity of
ways to transform playgrounds and schoolyards with and for children.
2. Analysis of children participation
As discussed previously, understanding the way children’s needs and desires are involved in a project
heavily relies on understanding the approaches for children participation and inevitably the type of
participation. For this the 5-level categorisation of Ambrose-Oji et al. (2011) was used. However, such
a framework is not specific to children engagement and as such, misses some crucial elements that
differentiate good children and citizen participation. Some of these direct limits were visible during
the research. For example, ‘information’ was defined as giving people information so that citizens can
decide to what extend they wish to be included in the planning process. However, this approach does
not correspond to the way children are involved, as they rarely get the opportunity to decide for
themselves. Rather they are more often involved without extensive information such as suggests Hart
(1992). Moreover, on the other end of the categories, ‘Empowerment’ focusses on capacity building
of different stakeholders to allow them to manage the area independently. While this could in some
very rare case be true, children are almost never left to manage the yard independently. Allocating an
entire categories on this case may be inappropriate or should be altered to fit better the condition of
children. Lastly, this categorisation does not take into account non-participatory involvement and is
overall a more ‘positive’ categorisation. It for example does not define what category would represent
tokenistic involvement. For instance, children were sometimes asked to review the final design
without being invited to share their thought or having an opportunity to change some elements. Such
participation does not find good correspondence in any of the categories and would relate more to
non-participation than relevant involvement. Furthermore, when using Hart’s ladder (1992),
manipulation was described as such “Another example of manipulation is a situation where children
are consulted but given no feedback at all. The most common method is for children to make drawings
of something, such as their ideal playground.” This is a vibrant example that several activities present
in the study are considered here as the lower scale of non-participation. Meanwhile, using the
categories from Ambrose-Oji et al. (2011) such activities were considered as involvement, the third
level of participation, and what could be considered as a relevant approach to include children.
Nonetheless, the ladder does not constitute a comprehensive tool for children involvement (Hart,
2008), therefore this categorisation is also limited.
Consequently, other tools may have been more fitted to analyse the involvement of children (table
7). Lansdown (2009) 3 level engagement of children enlightens well on the degree of collaboration
shared between children and adults but similarly does not investigate for non-participation. Similarly,
Shier’s (2001) five categories describes in more detail the gradual involvement of children and their
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ideas into participation but does not qualify what relates to tokenism. Lastly, Mansfield, Batagol and
Raven, (2021) only focus on the non-participation and poorly develop on what constitutes a
meaningful participation. These different examples are not perfect to describe all the participation
witnessed during the research. Nonetheless as the examples investigated overall included
participation, positive approaches such as Lansdown (2009) and Shier (2001) would have been most
fitted. When a participation did not fit into any categories, it could be then considered as nonparticipative.
TABLE 7: DIFFERENT TOOLS TO ANALYSE CHILDREN PARTICIPATION
Including Hart’s participation ladder (1992) and Ambrose-Oji et al. general citizen participation categories (2011)

Author

Ambrose-Oji et al. (2011)

Hart (1992)

Lansdown (2009)

Shier (2001)

Mansfield, Batagol
and Raven, (2021)

Analysis
tool

(1) Information:

(1) Manipulation

(1) Consultative:

Gives people information so that
citizens can decide to what
extend they wish to be included
in the planning process.

(non-participation)

“Adult seek children’s
views in order to build
knowledge
and
understanding of their
lives and experience.”

(1) Children are
listened to

(1) Children do not
participate, and
their experiences
are not considered

(2) Consultation:

(3) Tokenism

Invites people to express their
views on the process in a
consulting approach.

(non-participation)

(2) Collaborative:

(4) Assigned but
informed

“greater
degree
of
partnership
between
adults and children, with
the opportunity for active
engagement at any stage”

(3) Involvement:
Encourages citizens to participate
in various planning activities.

(4) Partnership:
Sets a process where users have a
direct role in decision making.

(5) Empowerment:
Capacity building of different
stakeholders to allow them to
manage the area independently.

(2) Decoration
(non-participation)

(5) Consulted and
informed
(6) Adult-initiated,
shared decisions,
with children
(7) Child-initiated
and directed

(3) Child-led:
“children are afforded the
space and opportunity to
identify issues of concern,
initiate activities and
advocate for themselves.”

(2) Children are
supported
in
expressing their
views
(3)
Children’s
views are taken
into account
(4) Children are
involved
in
decision-making
processes
(5)
Children
share power and
responsibility for
decision-making

(8) Child-initiated,
shared decisions
with adults

(2) Children do not
participate, but
their experiences
are interpreted
and considered
(3) Children’s
participatory
methods are
poorly executed
or “tokenistic”
(4) Children
participate in a
meaningful way

Based on the research and these different tools, a new toolkit could be made to encompass the
different levels of participation discussed (table 8). Of course, the list of analysis categories are not
exhaustive and maybe some tools already present in the literature would have been a better fit. The
following table is therefore a suggestion inspired by various literature and the specific context of the
present research.
TABLE 8: PROPOSITION OF A NEW CHILDREN PARTICIPATION ANALYSIS TOOL

Level

Description

Examples

Inspiration
source

(1)
Minimal
and tokenistic
involvement

Children are presented activities
without further information or
opportunity to elaborate thoughts.
Adult-initiated and led.
No consideration for children’s ideas,
and only adult’s presumptions on
what is good for children.
No weight in decision-making.

Drawing an ideal playgrounds
without further discussion.

Hart, 1992;

Looking at a design without
opportunity to make comments

Mansfield,
Batagol
and
Raven, 2021
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(2) Consultative
and
Assigned
involvement

Children are informed about the
activity in an accessible manner.
Focus on their experience.
Adult initiated and led.
With consideration on children’s
opinions.
Indirect weight in decision-making

Presenting different example of
yard and seeking children’s
preferences

Hart, 1992;

Reviewing of a final design with
the
opportunity
to
make
alterations.

Lansdown, 2009;

Shier, 2001;

Ambrose-Oji
al., 2011

et

Gardening activities guided by
adults (e.g. IVN planting sessions)
(3) Collaborative
involvement

(4) Child-led and
Partnership

Children are informed about the
activity and able to get a role in
decision-making. They can be
considered as partners and involved
in
various
steps
of
the
transformation.
Adult initiated with possibility to gain
independence on certain activities.
Direct role in decision making

Workshops and activities to cocreate plans or core ideas of the
yard

Children can initiate and structure
their own involvement. More equal
relationship with adults.
Adult or Child-initiated , Child-led.
Shared role in decision-making with
adults

Some spaces left for children to
design

Given a direct role in various
activities to implement and
manage the yard

Independence in the maintenance
and management of the yard

3. Positionality
Finally when conducing a research, it is crucial to question one’s own positionality (Darwin Holmes,
2020). Firstly, being European myself, I was more prone to be interested and understanding of the
European/ western context and culture. This is especially the case as I am familiar with both Dutch
and Spanish cultures, (having lived in the Netherlands for about two years and having some close
Spanish family) and being French, which in my view has some cultural influences of both countries.
This may have limited a critical perception of the way projects were led as I only have a limited outsider
eye. It could have also made me missed some critical elements on the contrary as I am still neither
Dutch nor Spanish.
Moreover, having grown up in a privileged background, I am less aware on the difficulties linked to
less wealthy neighbourhoods and leads me to have more preconceived pictures of the challenges,
mentalities and sub-cultures. This, along the fact that I am Caucasian and do not experience racism,
influences my views on justice and specifically here environmental justice.
Lastly identifying as a women, the same gender that I was born with, made me sensitive to the gender
play differences that can occur, especially in Latin countries. As such, I was sensitive of the desire to
green for inclusive gender play. Moreover, my background most likely influenced my perception on
projects. Indeed, I studied ecology and social sciences linked to the human and nature relationship.
This also lead to a strong inner convictions that reinforcing the connection of new generation to nature
is essential for ensuring a sustainable future. Thus, it made me more prone to view positively highly
greened projects and strong participation procedures. That may have indirectly influenced the way I
interacted with respondents and analysed projects. If I had a planner background, I may have been
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more prone to be conscious of the complexity of landscape planning and less on the importance of
fostering children’s bond to the environment.
6.5. Recommendations and societal context
Utrecht and Barcelona both made recent efforts towards developing green spaces for children and
involving them in the process. As a matter of fact, in Utrecht, the subsidy scheme for green schoolyards
started in 2021 and the first cohort of schools are now at the implementation phase of their yard.
Concerning Barcelona, the development of co-creation guidelines, the co-development of the first
public playgrounds, as well as the Climate Shelter project, that paved the way for the Transform the
Courtyard program, all took place in the last 3 years. While in both cities, there was a growing need
and interest for green play areas that started several years back, it is undeniable that the observed
measures are not isolated and express a trend present in these countries and beyond. Indeed, other
cities notably in the western world have taken on similar projects, such as in Paris, with the OASIS
schoolyards, the twin project of the Climate Shelter project in Barcelona (UIA. 2022. OASIS - School
yards), in Berlin, where the European program GREEN SURGE set up a project for school gardening
(Oppla.eu. 2022. Berlin – NBS ; van de Jagt et al., 2016), or in New York, where students co-designed
nature-based playgrounds for flood mitigation (New York. 2022. Student-Designed Playground).
Utrecht and Barcelona, along with these other examples emphasise well the varied desires and
objectives of this trend: children’s healthy development, climate change mitigation, environmental
justice, inclusivity and so on. Moreover, these aims and trend were further motivated by the Covid-19
Pandemic, which enlightened the dependency on the close urban surrounding and reinforced the
urgent need for natural places and their different functions (Ugolini et al., 2020; Marchi et al, 2022;
Noszczyk, Gorzelany, Kukulska-Kozieł and Hernik, 2022).
The present study illustrated that achieving such objectives can find diverse trajectories and methods
in different contexts. The approaches used in Utrecht and Barcelona are, despite some similarities,
very different at the core, and could learn of each other as they both have distinctives advantages and
flaws. However, as a disclaimer, it is important to mention that the very diverging contexts of these
cities in term of size, urbanisation, history, needs, structure, and culture, is inherent of their
differences and that the solutions of one cannot simply be pasted to the other. Nonetheless, it is
interesting to see how their approaches can be merged as possible solutions for their own challenges.
On one hand, Utrecht could for example take inspiration from the homogenous application of the
municipality’s objectives Barcelona is working towards. This could be done through increased
cooperation within municipal departments and reinforced guidance to bottom-up projects. Moreover,
concerning the specific participation of children, the municipality could push an involvement that
stimulates relevant knowledge from children. Utrecht could enable this, by providing detailed and
researched guidelines or participation tools, such as in Barcelona, to direct the co-creation processes.
The city could also reinforce extensive participation by ensuring that projects always involve a children
expert body such as Jantje beton, IVN or Utrecht Natuurlijk, which in Barcelona consists of the Youth
Institute (IIAB). Such steps would ensure that participation is indeed applied to all projects and moves
from only consulting children, to unlocking their knowledges and preferences to truly benefit the
transformation of playgrounds and schoolyards. This would moreover reinforce and bring a step
forward the efforts already done to promote participation in schoolyards by the subsidy scheme.
Barcelona on the other hand, could get inspiration from the stronger flexibility present in Utrecht.
Providing different examples of participation processes could for example help alleviate the
dependency on the municipality. Indeed, the current co-creation procedures are very extensive and
complex, and as such, alternative approaches could limit the vulnerability of their implementation in
case of perturbation events such as Covid-19. This could also allow for more bottom-up methods of
involvement and link the municipality-led transformations of schoolyards and playgrounds with the
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school-led initiatives of the Sustainable Schools network. Hence, Barcelona could promote a range of
co-creation methods on all steps of the transformation process (planning, implementation, and
maintenance), with various degrees of municipality involvement, depending on the situation and
specific needs. Moreover, the rigidity of the safety rules often limits the implementation of certain
natural elements in Barcelona. While some safety measures are also present in Utrecht, they are more
strongly associated with the responsibility of the municipality and as such, the increased presence of
bottom-led projects can indirectly reduce the constraints they pose on designing the space and on
children involvement. Consequently, increasing the opportunity for bottom-led projects could also
help limit the weight of the safety rules. Barcelona could also start a dialogue for more risk in play
areas by reviewing certain rules such as the prohibition of tree climbing.
Overall, some general recommendations could be taken out of this research to assist the development
of green play areas for children as well as their involvement in the process. These principles are by no
mean exhaustive but constitute some elements of thoughts to overcome certain challenges and to
promote the positive impacts of transforming schoolyards and playgrounds with children.
1. Firstly, children can prove to be very valuable resources to the project in term of the
knowledge they provide, but also their help in implementing and maintaining the yard. As
such, it is important to make sure their involvement is fit to stimulate their potential. Involving
an expert body can be of great value to achieve optimal participation and work towards true
collaboration. Moreover, just as some projects take inspiration from the design of other yards,
it could be useful to jointly get inspired from their participation processes. Overall, a creative
step such as a drawing session can be a ludic, easy, and cheap first step to start the process,
but it seems important to use other ludic tools and resources to guide children into thinking
critically about realisable solutions. Providing children with choice and examples of play areas
can expand their horizon and be easily applied by both top-down and bottom-up projects.
This could also reinforce the integration of natural elements in the design, as they are
sometimes favoured by children when given the option due to their diverse play opportunities
(Lucas and Dyment, 2010; Khan, Bell, McGeown and Silveirinha de Oliveira, 2019; Veitch et
al., 2021). Overall projects can be very creative when involving children and the moto could
be here to think of them as an opportunity rather than as a barrier and as such go beyond a
tokenistic approach.
2.

Secondly, projects should be designed and undertaken to promote play and learning
opportunities. Designing and thinking the space for its teaching potential could greatly
reinforce the benefits and the positive feelings felt by children (Breunig, 2017). This is
especially the case for schoolyards which can establish a continuity between schools and the
outdoors but could also be extended to public playgrounds by involving specific educative
bodies in their transformation and use. A possible link with evolving curriculums could also be
used as a leverage for educative use of the yards. Another way to stimulate learning and play
opportunities is to not deprive play areas of risk (Bundy et al., 2009) and therefore, implement
and allow children to interact with specific natural elements that challenges them. However,
this can be challenging especially in public place the municipality has a greater responsibility.
Moreover, greening play areas should push for changing the way space is currently used,
hereby limiting the predominance of certain games such as soccer, and consequently
stimulate more gender-equal play opportunities (van Dijk-Wesselius et al., 2020). This can
sometimes go in opposition with desires of children and adults’ users but should be done
jointly with them by presenting other options and opportunities such spaces would entail.
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3. Thirdly, for both bottom-up and top-down (and mixed) projects to unfold effectively,
collaboration and holistic visions should be promoted. For this, different municipal bodies
responsible for different objectives (inclusivity, climate change mitigation, urbanisation,
youth, ecology etc.) should work together jointly. This can help define coherent action plans
and guide efficiently citizen and school-led projects towards the right resources, steps and
stakeholders. Online platforms could be for example available to guide schools and citizens
into conducing their projects. This form of organisation could also promote projects that
address several issues jointly and think about ways to reconcile them in the space (for example
greening for inclusivity, challenging play and climate change mitigation).
4.

Finally, long-term thinking approaches are essential on several level. Firstly, Covid-19 was so
challenging and with the predictions that similar situations could arise again in the future
(Platje, Harvey and Rayman-Bacchus, 2020), it is important to consider how upcoming projects
could adapt to such contexts. As such, limiting the dependency on the municipality and
developing alternative ways of conducing participation processes could strengthen the
likelihood that projects and participation processes are successfully carried out. Greening can
also require over the years different maintenance and thus both human and funding
resources. This should be thought of in advance, along with other possible limits, and children
could potentially have a role in enabling the good maintenance of the natural elements.
Overall, the long-term use of children is crucial to increase the resilience of the yard (Buijs et
al., 2016). The sense of belonging and responsibility, if well cultivated could also prevent
young people from degrading the yard. As such it is important to think of ways to stimulate
their sense of ownership on the long term, notably for children which will not have witnessed
the transformation of the yard.

TABLE 9: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF GREEN PLAY AREAS FOR AND WITH CHILDREN ALONG WITH
POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS PROPOSITION OF A NEW CHILDREN PARTICIPATION ANALYSIS TOOL

Principles
Stimulate valuable children
engagement
Plan for learning and play
opportunities
Promote guidance, collaboration,
and holistic design visions
Use long-term thinking
approaches

-

Applications
Involve expert bodies and diverse resources
Take inspiration from other project’s involvement methods
During the participation use creative and co-construction steps with ludic
elements and contextual settings
Connect yards with educative bodies
Avoid risk-free yards
Design for diverse play
Increased collaboration between municipal departments
Simplify resource access
Find solutions for multiple purpose design (climate change, inclusivity…)
Limit the dependency on the municipality (schoolyards)
Evolving needs of green areas
Maintenance of children involvement and sense of ownership
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7. CONCLUSION
This research investigated the answer to the following question: In Utrecht and Barcelona, how are
children’s needs and desires integrated in the development of green spaces in urban playgrounds and
schoolyards?
Overall, despite contrasting approaches, both cities have a favourable institutional context for pushing
the greening of play areas for and with children. They enlighten the complexity inherent to
transforming such space and the variety of stakeholders required, ranging from municipality
institutional representants, experts, assisting organisations and various participants, including
children. Concerning their involvement in projects, the two cities illustrated well a great variety of
participation tools and approaches. The relevance of these methods is not homogenous and more
steps could be taken in order to prevent tokenistic participation. Nonetheless, despite the recent focus
on collaborative greening with children, both cities provide inspiring opportunities and resources for
children to engage with. Moreover, this research showed that children participation was rooted in
different motivations and challenges, often similar between similar space types and throughout the
two cities. This analysis puts forward the diversity of sources that can guide the development of such
spaces and that adds to the input provided by children. Overall, the manner in which these additional
resources support or contradict children‘s views highly depended on the different discourses and
perspective adults and institutions have on children’s roles and ideas. Finally, the two cities despite
having very different contexts could get inspiration from each other to overcome their own
challenges. Further efforts in the direction they have embarked on will truly allow them to push their
agenda and achieve their objectives of greener cities for children.
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APPENDIXES
APPENDIX I - Questionnaire for people who work in a specific project
1. What is your professional title and what is included in your work role in the specific project ?
2. Could you describe the general work you have done in the playground/ schoolyard?
3. What have been the reasons and objectives behind the greening for children of schoolyards/
playgrounds?
a. What about specifically the inclusion of children?
b. Were there multiple ones between the different actors?
4. What are the rules, regulations or other policy and financing mechanisms that influence your
work when it comes to greening for youth and/or children inclusion?
5. With whom do you collaborate?
a. What is their role and yours?
b. How did they relate to the ownership, access and usage of the space?
c. Where there any partnerships between different bodies at play?
6. How did you aim for inclusion of children’s needs and desires?
a. In what phases did you include children?
b. Why did you do it this way?
(direct inputs (eg asking) or indirect (ag through parents, teachers, experts))
7. Were children knowledge included in developing green schoolyards/ playgrounds and how
were these knowledge elucidated?
a. How did the knowledge of other sources (other citizens, planners…) function with the
children-based knowledge?
b. Did the processes specifically include knowledge on children-oriented planning
practices ?
8. What challenges and barriers have you faced or do you see when developing green
schoolyards/ playgrounds while involving children?
a. Different challenges at different scales?
9. How did the project go overall? Do you feel anything could have been improved concerning
children inclusion?
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APPENDIX II – Questionnaire for people on an institutional level
1. What is your professional title and what is included in your work role on schoolyard/
playground greening ?
2. Could you describe the general work you have been contributing to concerning green
playgrounds and schoolyards in the city?
3. What have been the reasons and objectives behind the will of the municipality/ institutional
level to green schoolyard and/ or playgrounds?
a. What about specifically the inclusion of children?
4. What are the rules, regulations or other policy and financing mechanisms that influence
greening for youth and/or children inclusion?
5. With whom do you collaborate?
a. What is their role and yours?
b. Where there any partnerships between different bodies at play?
6. Does the municipality provide recommendations to the integration of children? Or any
guidelines for schoolyard/playground greening?
a. Are children specifically reinforced or citizens in general? If yes how so?
b. Any methods/ phase recommended?
7. What challenges and barriers do you face during the development of green schoolyards/
playgrounds and involvement of children in your city?
a. Do you know of the challenges for other actors? At other scales? Resources?
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